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INTRODUCTION
NE KCK IS AN EXTRAORDINARY DESTINATION. WALK THE SAME SHORES OF THE LEWIS, CLARK AND YORK EXPEDITION. TOUR THE QUINDARO RUINS, WHICH TELL THE STORY OF A TOWN FOUNDED ON LAND ORIGINALLY OWNED BY THE DELAWARE NATION, AND BUILT AROUND THE WYANDOT NATION AND THE ABOLITIONIST BELIEF THAT NO HUMAN BEING SHOULD BE OWNED BY ANOTHER. UNCOVER HIDDEN DESIGNS ETCHED INTO THE BLUFFS ALONG THE RIVER AND STITCHED INTO QUILTS AS CODES FOR THOSE TRAVELING THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD. TAKE IN THE SIGHTS, SOUNDS, AND FOOD OF THE HOMETOWN OF LEGENDARY AFRICAN AMERICANS, INCLUDING JAZZ LEGEND CHARLIE PARKER. CONNECT TO AN EVOLVING AND WELCOMING COMMUNITY INCLUDING NEWCOMERS FROM NATIONS WORLD-WIDE, WHO ARE ADDING THEIR STORIES AND HELPING TO DEFINE A VIBRANT FUTURE.
WHAT IS THE NE KCK HERITAGE TRAIL?
The NE KCK Heritage Trail Project includes the planning and conceptual design of a physical trail - bridging historic Kaw Point to the Quindaro Townsite and highlighting the rich culture and history of NE KCK along its route.

WHO IS LEADING THIS PROJECT?
You are! This has been a community-led project that was originally identified in the NE KCK Area Master Plan. The Heritage Trail Plan is being organized and managed by Groundwork Northeast Revitalization Group (Groundwork NRG) in partnership with the Unified Government of Wyandotte County and Kansas City, KS (UG) along with oversight from the Mid-America Regional Council (MARC).

WHEN DO WE START BUILDING?
This is just a Plan. Detailed design and implementation / building of the Trail itself will come later based on available resources. Through the Plan, we are looking to identify those resources while leveraging existing facilities and developing a timeline to set the Trail up for success.

IS THIS JUST ABOUT HISTORY?
No, the NE KCK Heritage Trail Project has four Plan Pillars (History, Mobility, Environment, and Economic Development), or elements, which will help to ensure a comprehensive and community-oriented approach. Plan Pillars are described on pages 14-15.

WHO IS THE TRAIL FOR?
The Trail is being planned primarily as a community amenity for current NE KCK residents. It is also envisioned that the Trail could bring additional visitors to the neighborhood and potentially help to foster new housing and commercial development. The Plan includes development without displacement policy recommendations and an Equitable Development Scorecard to support these goals.

HAS THE ROUTE BEEN SELECTED?
Yes. The community has helped to define criteria for route selection leading to the final preferred route and a phased implementation strategy, which is included herein.

HOW WILL THIS PROJECT ADDRESS POTENTIAL GENTRIFICATION?
By recognizing and memorializing the neighborhood’s rich history, the Trail will help to ensure that the legacy of those that came before is not forgotten. Through discovering and documenting the past, we are creating a solid foundation for the community’s collective future. The Plan includes initial anti-displacement policy recommendations along with an Equitable Development Scorecard that can be utilized as a community tool to help evaluate proposed development projects.

WHO OR WHAT WILL BE MEMORIALIZED AS PART OF THE TRAIL?
Based on research and community input, we have identified 30 people, places and events for initial memorialization. In addition to this, there are approximately 14 memorializations, murals and monument signs already located along the trail route. Through the Plan, we are creating a sustainable framework so the Trail, and your stories, can grow and evolve over time.

WHAT WILL THE TRAIL LOOK LIKE?
The Trail will include a combination of new and existing pathways (including the Jersey Creek Trail) along with improved and connected sidewalks and crosswalks with a focus on accessibility. Trail features could include special pavement, public art and murals, signage and landscape features.

WILL THE TRAIL TOUCH EVERY IMPORTANT LOCATION IN NE KCK?
The Trail is being planned to help connect primary locations of historical, educational and recreational importance. The Trail could expand over time to connect other locations.

IS THERE ANYTHING COMING SOON?
We have funding for early action projects in the Jersey Creek area which could begin construction in the short term.

WILL THERE BE A TRAIL MAP?
The Plan includes both a paper trail map and an interactive online trail platform (www.theclio.com/tour/2179). This platform will also be used to add new sites, events, and people in the future.

HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO THE GODOTTE STRATEGIC MOBILITY PLAN?
The goDotte Plan integrates transportation and land use decision-making to develop a more sustainable network, and will modernize transportation policy to respond to respond to 21st Century challenges. The NE KCK Heritage Trail Plan is incorporated into goDotte as a Primary Investment Corridor.
**ENGAGEMENT TIMELINE**

**MAY ’21**
- **NEIGHBORHOOD TOUR**
  - Community Engagement Metrics

**JUN ’21**
- **COMMUNITY AMBASSADOR OUTREACH AND SOCIAL MEDIA**
  - Project Webpage
  - Informational Handouts

- **STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 1**
  - VisitKCK Meeting 1
  - Jersey Creek Trails Meeting 1

**JUL ’21**
- **STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 2**
  - CBPR Meeting
  - VisitKCK Meeting 2
  - CLPD Meeting 1
  - UG DPW and CSD Meeting
  - Jersey Creek Trails Meeting 2
  - GoDotte Coordination Meeting
  - Community Conversation 1: Summer Academy
  - Community Conversation 2: Mr. Chester Owen’s Backyard
  - Community Conversation 3: John’s Java and Jazz
  - Racial Equity Impact Assessment Meeting

**AUG ’21**
- **INITIATION OF SURVEY**
  - CLPD Meeting 2
  - Kansas School for the Blind Meeting
  - Jersey Creek Trails Meeting 3
  - Vernon School / Underground Railroad Museum Meeting

**SEP ’21**
- **CLOSE OF SURVEY**
  - Community Conversation 4&5: Mata Townsend Home
  - Community Conversation 6: Patmos Life Center Ministries
  - Jersey Creek Trails Meeting 4
  - UG Public Works Meeting

**OCT ’21**
- **FALL FEST EVENT**
  - Steering Committee Meeting 4
  - Kansas City Community College Meeting

**NOV ’21**
- **STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 5**
  - Internal Team Workshop
  - Community Voices Video
  - Community Conversation 7: First Baptist Church
  - KCUR Meeting

**DEC ’21**
- **STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 6**
  - Begin Kansas City Design Center Focus Area Design Project
  - UG Infrastructure / GoDotte Meeting
  - Kansas City Star Interview

**JAN ’22**
- **TEAM WORKSHOP**
  - Full Team Workshop
  - Kansas City Design Center Meeting
  - Sumner Academy Meeting
  - KCUR Interview
  - UG Infrastructure Meeting

**FEB ’22**
- **STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 7**
  - Begin Kansas City Design Center Focus Area Design Project
  - UG Infrastructure / GoDotte Meeting
  - Kansas City Star Interview

**MAR ’22**
- **WINTER FEST EVENT**
  - Heritage Trail Route Video

**APR ’22**
- **STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 8**
  - Plan Refinement

**MAY ’22**
- **DRAFT PLAN**
  - Plan Refinement

**JUN ’22**
- **SUMMER FEST EVENT**
  - Draft Plan Video I
  - Implementation Structure
  - Quindaro Townsite One-on-One Meetings (Focus Area 1)
  - Additional Community Conversations
  - Plan Drafting

**JUL ’22**
- **FINAL PLAN**
  - Presentations for Approval
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The NE KCK Heritage Trail Plan was initiated in May 2021 as part of a Grant Award through the Mid-America Regional Council’s Planning Sustainable Places program.

Early on, the Planning Team worked together to establish guidelines and responsibilities regarding decision-making and communication for the Plan. We utilized Community-Based Participatory Action Research as a stakeholder engagement approach while developing an innovative, thorough, fun and effective planning process.

Our Planning Team worked with a Project Steering Committee for the duration of the process to help guide the effort by providing vital information about local initiatives, reviewing ideas and deliverables, and helping to engage the broader neighborhood.

**PHASE 1 – LISTENING AND LEARNING**

Phase 1 included the establishment of community engagement goals and metrics, an initial neighborhood tour, identification of community ambassadors, three (3) Steering Committee meetings, development of the project brand, and selection of a videographer for documentation of the effort. Smaller community conversations (porch conversations) were initiated during this period and continued throughout the process. Our first community event, Fall Fest, was held as part of this Phase.

**PHASE 2 – DEFINING CRITERIA**

Phase 2 included a thorough analysis of existing considerations, an evaluation of the Green Network (found in the Listening and Learning Section of the Plan), and the definition of evaluation criteria for the Trail selection process. Three (3) additional Steering Committee meetings were held during this period, as well as our second community event, Winter Fest, in March 2022.

**PHASE 3 – PREFERRED ALIGNMENT**

Phase 3 included the selection of a Preferred Trail Route, analysis of physical development potential through the creation of Focus Area Plans, creation of branding themes, as well as the initiation of our online trail platform to document memorializations. The Steering Committee held its final meeting in May 2022 to review and provide feedback on various Plan elements.

**PHASE 4 – GOING GREEN PLAN**

Phase 4 included the creation of Draft Plan materials including signage prototypes, potential public art locations, and the development of the Draft and Final Plan documents. Implementation strategies, including development without displacement policies and the Equitable Development Scorecard were completed during this period. This Phase also included our third community event, Summer Fest, in June 2022.
**HISTORY**

Accurately capturing the rich stories of the past, recognizing where we’ve been and where we are going, and understanding the consequences of those actions to inspire the future.

Memorialization and preservation, including the uncovering of untold stories, will be utilized to capture a legacy of both former and current residents of NE KCK.

**MOBILITY**

Ensuring accessibility for all ages through multiple modes of transportation, encouraging both residents and visitors to connect to community assets and points of interest.

Universal design will ensure that no one is excluded from experiencing and enjoying the NE KCK Heritage Trail.
**ENVIRONMENT**

Creating and enhancing usable green spaces for people to enjoy while sustaining a healthy, livable community.

Restoring and establishing beautiful, clean, and safe landscapes to help address stormwater and flood issues.

---

**ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT**

Promoting development without displacement that helps create more shopping areas and essential services, while supporting both residential preservation and growth.

Stimulating locally-based equitable reinvestment while providing additional training and educational resources to connect residents to opportunities.
MEMORIALIZATION SOURCES

Through research, community conversations, surveys, and workshops with the Steering Committee and community at-large, various historic people, events and locations were identified as priority entries that should be memorialized and celebrated. A number of influential resources informed the research process, including:

- “Struggler’s Hill: A People, A Community”. Produced by the Northeast Cooperative Council and Light Bearers Entertainment with the support of a Kansas Humanities Council grant.
- “Quindaro” Produced by Jefferson Edward Donald and Northeast Cooperative Council, Inc. and supported by a Kansas Humanities Council Humanities grant.
- Kansas City Kansas Community College and Wyandotte County Historical Mural and Timeline
- Kansas City Kansas Public Library resources
- Kansas Historical Society resources
- NPR in Kansas City (KCUR)
- Vernon Multipurpose Center resources

The Plan also recognizes that following locations which are currently on the National and State Registers of Historic Places:

- Castle Rock - 852 Washington Blvd
- Fairfax Hills Historic District (Parkwood Estates)
- Meeks, Cordell D., Sr., House - 600 Oakland Avenue
- Northeast Junior High School - 400 Troup Ave
- Quindaro Townsite
- Shafer, Theodore, House - 2518 North 10th Street
- St. Augustine Hall - 3301 Parallel Avenue
- Sumner High School and Athletic Field - 1610 N. 8th St.
- Vernon School - 2700 Sewell Avenue
- Westheight Apartments Historic District - 1601-1637 Washington Boulevard
- Westheight Manor Historic District
PREFERRED TRAIL ROUTE
Dashed lines indicate potential connections or future expansions of the Trail.
The Preferred Route of the NE KCK Heritage Trail was developed through a community engagement process that included various methods of Community-Based Participatory Action Research. This documentation is located in the Listening and Learning section of the Plan.

The Preferred Route includes three (3) Trail segments, each of which connect to form the overall NE KCK Heritage Trail. The Trail utilizes a combination of existing pathways and widened sidewalks, along with proposed improvements to create a safer and more attractive environment for walkers and cyclists.

The **TOWN TRAIL** will connect the historic Quindaro Townsite with the Jersey Creek area of the neighborhood.

The **HEART TRAIL** creates a loop, centered around Sumner Academy, connecting the edge of Downtown KCK to Quindaro Boulevard.

The **RIVER TRAIL** strengthens the connection between the center of the neighborhood and Kaw Point.

Throughout the Trail, we have identified both existing signs and memorializations, as well as 30 proposed locations to signify important people, places and events. These locations are outlined within the Plan, along with a framework for future entries to ensure that the trail grows and evolves over time, which is documented in the Implementation section.
Dashed lines indicate potential connections or future expansions of the Trail.
The Heritage Trail Plan includes four (4) Focus Areas that are intended to illustrate the visionary change that could occur as a result of public improvements in tandem with private investment. The Focus Areas have been identified through the community process. Each of these areas represents key locations along the Trail, with significant potential for change and evolution.

Focus Area Plans are consistent with the Future Land Use Map of the NE KCK Area Master Plan. They include an assessment of existing conditions, including both vacant and Land Bank owned properties, an illustrative site plan showing the Trail routing in more detail, along with potential infill development and green infrastructure locations, and a collection of street sections intended to portray how public right-of-ways could change to incorporate the Trail.

FOCUS AREA 1 - QUINDARO CONNECTION
Focus Area 1, located on the Town Trail segment, includes the portion of 27th Street between Quindaro Boulevard and the Quindaro Townsite, and includes the Old Quindaro Museum, the Vernon Center, Quindaro Elementary, and the Quindaro Community Center.

FOCUS AREA 2 - QUINDARO HUB
On the Heart Trail, Focus Area 2 is located at the intersection of Quindaro Boulevard and 5th Street and includes Boston Daniels Park and Banneker Elementary.

FOCUS AREA 3 - BIG ELEVEN GATEWAY
Focus Area 3 is located on the Heart Trail, and centered on the intersection of Washington Boulevard and 10th Street. It includes Big Eleven Lake, the Beatrice L Lee Community Center, Douglass Elementary, and Sumner Academy.

FOCUS AREA 4 - KAW CONNECTION
Focus Area 4 includes the portion of the River Trail connecting Kaw Point to Jersey Creek, along 3rd Street. It includes the Juniper Gardens property including the Somali Bantu Community Garden.
Dashed lines indicate potential connections or future expansions of the Trail.
The Town Trail will connect the historic Quindaro Townsite with the Jersey Creek area of the neighborhood.

This portion of the Trail represents an opportunity to strengthen the bonds between an area of great national historic significance, and the NE KCK neighborhood through the utilization of a portion of the existing Jersey Creek Trail (indicated by the gray line on the map), an improved 18th Street with widened sidewalks adjacent to Karl Bruce Middle School, a section of Quindaro Boulevard, and a widened multi-use path on 27th Street, across the US 635 overpass, and into the Townsite area.

The Town Trail includes two (2) existing memorializations at the Quindaro Townsite overlook and the John Brown statue, along with community amenities and assets including the Old Quindaro Museum, the Vernon Center, Quindaro Elementary, the Quindaro Community Center, the newly constructed Karl Bruce Elementary School, Mac Park, the Boys and Girls Club, and Heathwood Park. The Plan identifies 11 additional memorializations along the Town Trail route.

Potential Trail extensions could include the portion of Quindaro Boulevard between 18th Street and Parkwood Park, along with a spur trail to Klamm Park.
**TOWN TRAIL MEMORIALIZATIONS**

**QUINDARO (THE TOWN)**
In Wyandot, Quindaro translates to “bundle of sticks,” a signifier of strength, and is also the namesake of one of the town’s founders. In 1856, Quindaro was created containing fourteen (14) businesses along Main Street. It also included various residences and even Kansas’ first public park. Despite the town being destroyed in 1862, the remnants of Quindaro’s townsite were placed on the National Register of Historic Places in 2002, following community organization to cease a landfill from destroying the site. The Quindaro Ruins overlook is built over what remains of Quindaro’s original townsite, representing the lasting legacy the town had on Kansas City and the US. In 2002, the site secured a designation on the National Register of Historic Places, further protecting the memory of Quindaro.

**QUINDARO–PARKVILLE FERRY**
The Quindaro-Parkville Ferry was a key resource for the daily operations of the Underground Railroad. At night, the ferry carried many formerly enslaved individuals into freedom. In 1861, the Missouri side (pro-slavery) sank the ferry in protest of it being used as a ‘freedom ferry.’ And yes, despite this effort, a number of small transfer boats continued to ferry people across the river, continuing on the freedom ferry spirit. In 1862, due to a record cold winter many were even able to walk across the ice river.

**DOUGLASS HOSPITAL**
On the intersection of N. 27th St. and Vernon St., one will find the site that housed the third home for Douglass Hospital, which was founded primarily by Dr. Thompson and Dr. Unthank. Douglass was named in honor of AME Minister Calvin Douglass, a reverend at Western University. The idea for the hospital and training school devoted to educating African Americans was born from a meeting between the pair and a lawyer in 1898. Douglass was chartered ten years later and then in 1905 the AME Church’s fifth District began sponsoring the institution. After much success, Douglass grew enough to necessitate expansion into a new location in 1924, where it remained until closing in 1978.

**FREEDMEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND WESTERN UNIVERSITY**
The Freedmen’s Elementary School began educating formerly enslaved African Americans in 1857. It soon expanded into Freedman’s University, the first African American University west of the Mississippi River, to include college courses. Freedmen’s was originally run by Charles Langston with the assistance of Eben Blachly and his wife. When poverty in the community began to rise, student enrollment declined, which led to the African Methodist (AME) Church taking over the university and renaming it Western University.

**JOHN BROWN**
Abolitionist leader and minister John Brown was father to 20 children and an avid soldier. Leading battles in Kansas in the war against slavery, Brown gathered quite the following. Harriet Tubman referred to Brown as the ‘greatest white man to have lived.’ Brown vowed to die fighting to end slavery, a promise that was kept following the failed insurrection at Harpers Ferry after which he was charged with treason and then hanged. Students of Western University in 1911 successfully campaigned and funded the commissioning of an Italian sculptor to erect a marble statue of John Brown on this site. While Western University closed in 1948, the statue still stands today.

**NANCY QUINDARO BROWN GUTHRIE**
Daughter of Wyandot clan chief Adam Brown, Nancy Quindaro was a force of nature. Nancy married Abelard Guthrie and they had quite a love story, as Abelard—an abolitionist—was not a member of the Wyandot clan. After moving to Kansas to establish new roots, the pair took part in Wyandotte County’s first official marriage. After finishing their marriage business in the area, Nancy and Abelard helped negotiate the purchase and gifting of land that created the town of Quindaro, a safe port of entry for free-state settlers.
**VERNON SCHOOL**

Originally named the Colored School of Quindaro, the Vernon School opened its doors prior to the Civil War as the first school in the area for African American children. Utilizing funds from the New Deal program, the Vernon School replaced the original school and was named after William Tecumseh Vernon, president of Western University, Register of the US Treasury, and Bishop at the AME church. After 13 years, in 1971, the school closed as a result of the integration process reducing the local population of students.

**CLARINA NICHOLS**

Quindaro native Clarina Nichols was an abolitionist and a women’s rights activist, holding an influential voice in the community as co-editor of the Quindaro Chindowan Newspaper. Many of her articles advocated for the Free-State proponents, and as a result, Clarina became one of the territory’s most prominent free labor and free state proponents. In 1861, Clarina successfully campaigned to allow women the right to vote in the Kansas School Board elections. Clarina also made history as an Underground Railroad conductor, using her home as a safe space for freedom seekers.

**UNDERGROUND RAILROAD**

From 1855 to 1862, Quindaro operated an essential component of the Underground Railroad to help those escaping from Missouri across the river and into the free state of Kansas. Many sites throughout Quindaro’s community were a part of the operation.

**NORA HOLT**

Gifted musician Nora Holt was responsible for writing the score of Western University’s school song. Her father, an administrator at the school, wrote the words. From there Nora went on to earn a BA in music and became the first African American woman to earn a master’s degree in music in the US. After graduating from the Chicago Musical College and pursuing a career in music, Holt composed more than 200 works of music and was associated with the leading figures of the Harlem Renaissance and the co-founder of the National Association of Negro Musicians.

**CHARLES LANGSTON**

Prominent orator for African Americans, self-appointed abolitionist, Langston devoted his life to protecting civil rights and pushing for the end of slavery. Although he wasn’t born in Kansas, he made great waves in the state and it was where he chose to call home. Charles was appointed the Superintendent for Kansas’ Freedman’s Bureau and served as the Freedman’s Elementary School’s president.

**PATCHWORK SLAVE QUILTS**

All along the Underground Railroad, one would find Patchwork Quilts which were representative of codes that provided instructions to slaves trying to escape into freedom. These quilts were hung on clothes lines, windows, or carved into the landscape, with 12-20 codes leading travelers on their secret journey.

**EDWARD DWIGHT JR.**

Edward Dwight was born and raised in Rattlebone Hollow, and after becoming the first African American to graduate from Bishop Ward, went on to pursue an engineering degree where he enlisted in the Air Force. Dwight was one of the first African Americans to enlist in the Air Force’s astronaut training program. His successful career led the Kennedy administration to select him as a candidate to join NASA. Soon after, Dwight returned to his artistic roots, and began designing memorials and sculptures around the world.
BACKGROUND

The Plan recognizes the significant effort that has gone into recognizing the Quindaro Townsite (Quindaro Ruins) area, along with the partnerships that have been established between parties that are jointly focused on preserving and enhancing this site as a location of significant national and global importance.

In 2020, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was executed by and between Western University Association of the A.M.E. Church, Inc. and the Unified Government of Wyandotte County/Kansas City, Kansas. This MOU was entered into in connection with the potential partnership between the parties related to the proposed future preservation and development of the Quindaro ruins site located in and around the site of the former Quindaro township in Kansas City, Wyandotte County, Kansas (“Quindaro Ruins Project”).

The MOU outlines the process to identify the physical boundaries of the land to be included in the Quindaro Ruins Project and the intention of the parties to form a non-profit corporation to own the property included in the Quindaro Ruins Project, to apply for and seek grants, government funding, and donations, and to develop and operate the Quindaro Ruins Project. The parties intend for the Corporation to qualify as a tax-exempt entity under the federal income tax code.

The Quindaro Townsite The site will require ongoing archaeological surveys.
FOCUS AREA 1

EXISTING CONDITIONS

VACANT PROPERTY
LAND BANK PROPERTY
COMMUNITY ASSET
PARK
EXISTING SIDEWALK
DAMAGED SIDEWALK
TOWN TRAIL ROUTE
PARK QUINDARO TOWNSITE
ARCHAEOLOGICAL DISTRICT

27TH ST. EXISTING

27TH ST. PROPOSED

27TH ST. BRIDGE EXISTING

27TH ST. BRIDGE PROPOSED
OBSEVATIONS

- The 27th Street bridge over the interstate has narrow sidewalks, but wide travel lanes.
- The west side of the 27th Street bridge has a 5’ sidewalk and the east side a 6’ sidewalk.
- There is a greater length of sidewalk along the east side of 27th Street than along the west side.
- All of the community assets shown on the drawing are on the west side of 27th Street.
- Vacant and land bank-owned property is abundant along 27th Street.

THEMES

- Harness and build on existing assets.
- Pair private investment with public investment so that the two complement one another.
- Every marker, art installation, or pocket park should be visible from the next one on the Trail in order to visually pull someone along the Trail.

NOTES

- Create a series of nodes along 27th Street by pairing new housing with new public amenities along the Trail.
- Recruit small-scale, local developers to buy and build housing along 27th Street.
- Form an HOA for the area to promote infill housing.
- Provide a variety of housing choices from single-story detached single-family homes to walk-up 2-bedroom apartments.
- Change the character of 27th Street to be more hospitable to pedestrians and cyclists.
- Transition from a vehicular street to a pedestrian/bike only street at the intersection of Sewell Ave. and 27th St.
- The site will one day feature an Interpretive/Educational/Community Center at the northwest corner of 27th Street and Sewell Avenue that features stakeholders and their respective collections of artifacts involved.
- Future construction of a Quindaro Ruins trail in accordance with the Quindaro Townsite National Commemorative Site Act.
Dashed lines indicate potential connections or future expansions of the Trail.
HEART TRAIL OVERVIEW

The Heart Trail creates a loop, centered around Sumner Academy, connecting the edge of Downtown KCK to Quindaro Boulevard. The idea of a loop trail was strongly supported by the Steering Committee, in relation to an assessment of other successful heritage trails nationwide.

Because of its extraordinary importance in helping to educate many significant local residents, Sumner Academy (formerly Sumner High School) sits at the center of the Heart Trail. The Trail includes a reconfigured Washington Boulevard, a recently widened sidewalk on 5th Street, improved sidewalks along Quindaro Boulevard (former stagecoach and streetcar route), and a redesigned 10th Street to complete the Loop.

Along with Sumner Academy, the Heart Trail helps to connect many important community assets including Big Eleven Lake, the Kansas School for the Blind, the Beatrice L Lee Community Center, Douglass Elementary, Grant Elementary, Banneker Elementary, Boston Daniels Park, Parkwood Park, Caruthers Elementary, Woodlawn Cemetery, Jersey Creek Park, and Heathwood Park.

Potential Trail extensions could include 7th Street south into Downtown KCK, and 5th Street north to John Garland Park.

- **3.5-MILE LOOP, CENTERED ON SUMNER ACADEMY**
- **CONNECTS MAJOR PARKS AND SCHOOLS**
- **FOCUSED RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL REINVESTMENT ALONG ROUTE**
- **POTENTIAL EXTENSIONS / SPUR TRAILS NORTH ON 5TH STREET AND SOUTH ON 7TH STREET**
- **26 MEMORIALIZATIONS ALONG ROUTE (11 EXISTING AND 15 PLANNED)**
In early June, 1860, Colonel Wiley M. Pope approached Judge Chadwick for a “Deed of Emancipation” for himself, his wife, and his children. Pope and his family had just fled Mississippi. He had acquired a significant amount of dept, and because his wife was formerly enslaved and their thirteen children were biracial, under Mississippi laws, they could be sold to recover Pope’s debt. Pope and his brood were one of the first five families to settle in the town of Quindaro, and the entire community rose together to protect them until emancipation was signed. This was the first emancipation in the State of Kansas.

McGrew Grove is the location of the mansion of James McGrew, the third Lieutenant Governor of Kansas. He was a major player in the early days of Kansas history as a proponent of Kansas’ admission to the Union as a free state. He was one of the first merchants in Wyandotte, the mayor of the City of Wyandotte two terms, and was elected to the State Senate twice.

McGrew Grove

BOSTON DANIELS

In 1945, Boston Daniels’ dream of becoming a policeman came true after joining the Kansas City, Kansas Police Force. In Boston’s 25-year career, he worked his way up to become police chief and was known for his non-violent approaches to conflict de-escalation as well as his all-around good nature. Before his death in 1995, Kansas City dedicated a park in his honor—what is today known as Boston Daniels Park, located on the corner of 8th St. and Quindaro Blvd. Recently, Boston’s surviving relatives are restoring the park to a destination fit for the community, working regularly to garner support for their revitalization efforts to carry on Daniel’s legacy of “love, unity, and community.”

PARKWOOD PARK

Parkwood Park is a central node of activity for residents and members of the community. The Park Shelter, swimming pool, open spaces, and tennis courts are major neighborhood assets. It includes a footbridge designed by the nationally-renowned and local Hare and Hare landscape architecture firm, as well as the Parkwood Park Shelter designed by John G. Braecklin.

BENJAMIN SINGLETON

Benjamin Singleton was coined the ‘new Moses’ bringing formerly enslaved African Americans to Kansas during the exoduster immigration period. Benjamin was an organizer of parties in the South, acting as a recruiter with promises of freedmen gaining access to farms of their own in the free state of Kansas. In addition to creating a homestead association, he provided access to steamboat and railroad transportation for thousands.

“SOMETHING TO LIVE FOR” MURAL

Lucky Easterwood has been painting murals across the Quindaro neighborhood since 1996, when the “Something to Live For” mural was completed. The mural is an expression of the grief he felt for the victims of murder in his neighborhood, including his own nephew. He wanted to provide a message of hope for the area, and while the mural has faded over time, it is now a local landmark, and remains a powerful symbol for all.

MCGREW GROVE

McGrew Grove is the location of the mansion of James McGrew, the third Lieutenant Governor of Kansas. He was a major player in the early days of Kansas history as a proponent of Kansas’ admission to the Union as a free state. He was one of the first merchants in Wyandotte, the mayor of the City of Wyandotte two terms, and was elected to the State Senate twice.

WILEY M. POPE

In early June, 1860, Colonel Wiley M. Pope approached Judge Chadwick for a “Deed of Emancipation” for himself, his wife, and his children. Pope and his family had just fled Mississippi. He had acquired a significant amount of dept, and because his wife was formerly enslaved and their thirteen children were biracial, under Mississippi laws, they could be sold to recover Pope’s debt. Pope and his brood were one of the first five families to settle in the town of Quindaro, and the entire community rose together to protect them until emancipation was signed. This was the first emancipation in the State of Kansas.
Rattlebone Hollow

Whether the namesake spurred from the early churches using rib bones to make music or as a result of the local meat packing plant’s waste being claimed from the rattling neighborhood cart, Rattlebone Hollow is a community rich in history. Originally a small exoduster settlement that formed along the Jersey Creek, this community became home to several significant historical figures including Maxine Clair, Tommy Campbell, Ed Dwight, Marva Whitney, and both Floyd and Willie Maywether.

Hub Bookstore

The Hub Bookstore was founded in 1965 by two local couples and quickly became more than just a bookstore—it was the cultural hotspot for African Americans in the Kansas City community. Opening during the period of awakening for African American literature, music, and art, The Hub was the one-stop-shop for gathering, learning, listening, and creating. When national chains began carrying similar products, The Hub began its decline, leading to its closure in 1975. Despite closing, the store left a lasting legacy on the people and cultural artifacts that spent time in the space.

Jersey South Neighborhood

This neighborhood named after the Jersey Creek, is a historic neighborhood in northeast Kansas City. It is centered on N. 5th St.

Nathan W. Thatcher Sr.

In 1912 Nathan W. Thatcher Sr. founded Thatcher’s Funeral Home at 1514 North 5th Street. Thatcher and his family have been an institution in Turtle Hill and the surrounding neighborhoods.

Douglass State Bank

Named after Frederick Douglass and established by H.W. Sewing, Douglass State Bank opened its doors in 1949 as the first African American financial institution West of the Mississippi. After reaching the status of the nation’s 17th-largest African American-owned bank, the bank was shut down in 1983 by banking authorities because its liabilities had far exceeded its assets. The bank was then succeeded by Douglass National Bank.

Dr. S.H. Thompson Sr. & Jr.

Founder of Douglass Hospital, Dr. S.H. Thompson Sr. ensured that there was equal access and care to all patients in his facility, hiring people who shared this value regardless of their race or ethnicity. The facility was considered the best African American public hospital in the nation. Thompson’s son also left a lasting legacy in the community, serving as Sumner High School’s principal for over 20 years.

Turtle Hill Neighborhood

This neighborhood is generally bound by 5th St. to the east, 7th St. Trafficway to the west, Freeman Ave to the north, and Washington Blvd. to the south. It has a rich history with many important residents including Judge A.B. Howard, Judge Cordell Meeks, and Nathan W. Thatcher Sr.

Frank Williams Outreach Center Mural

Frank Williams worked as a case manager for the Wyandot Center, the non-profit community mental health center, for four (4) years before suddenly passing away. The outreach center bearing his name includes a large mural on the northern wall with many famous residents of the area depicted.
THE LEARNING CURVE MURAL
This mural is located on the north side of the building facing Nebraska Ave. The building is currently used as a child care center that helps children between the ages of one (1) and 12 with early childhood education.

ALEX HALEY
Acclaimed author Alex Haley served a 20-year career in the Coast Guard prior to pursuing a full-time journalism career. Haley’s role as a journalist began as a writer and senior editor at Reader’s Digest. His career soared when he was featured as one of Playboy Magazine’s first African American interviewers, with his first piece covering Miles Davis. During his successful journalism career, Alex interviewed many African American cultural icons, most notably Malcolm X. Their conversation became the basis for the “Autobiography of Malcolm X.” Haley also authored award-winning book “Roots,” which told the story of his family’s history and their relationship with slavery.

SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL
Sumner High School was built on the corner of 9th and Washington Blvd. in Kansas City, Kansas following a 1905 law authorizing the segregation of schools within the state. As a countermeasure for the recently passed law, the Governor built a new school to service the growing African American community, named the Manual Training High School. After the community objected to the original name, the school was renamed in honor of Charles Sumner, an abolitionist and leader who fought for the rights of African Americans. Sumner High School provided an exceptional education for all those in attendance, as many of the educators held high-level degrees and many of the students excelled to the point of state, regional, and national recognition.

CHESTER C. OWENS SUMNER ALUMNI ROOM
Chester C. Owens Sumner Alumni Room, located at Sumner High School, preserves the history, artifacts, and other memorabilia of Sumner High School, the only high school established for African Americans from 1905 to 1978 in Kansas. The community is very proud of what was accomplished academically, athletically and historically in that time. The exhibit includes photographs, trophies, documents, school newspapers, and books written by Sumner Alumni associates and other materials.

DR. A. PORTER DAVIS
Dr. Davis served several primary roles in Wyandotte County: the first African American Assistant Health Director, County Coroner, president of the National Medical Association, and also remained an active staff member in two (2) area hospitals. Albert also had a keen business sense, founding both the Red Top taxi company and the Service Finance Corp. (savings and loan agency), a first of its kind to be owned by an African American man in the state of Kansas. Dr. Davis was also among one of the first federally-licensed African American pilots and enjoyed flying his personal plane. The A. Porter Davis Residence, also known as Castle Rock, is a historic house located at 852 Washington Boulevard.

CHARLIE ‘BIRD’ PARKER
Charlie ‘Bird’ Parker, a talented saxophonist, was one of the fathers of the Bebop genre of jazz and forever changed music history. Born in Kansas City, Kansas and raised in Wyandotte, Charlie rose to stardom in Kansas City, Missouri’s clubs - several of which are still standing today. Along Big Eleven Lake there is a memorial in his honor, located within the Charlie ‘Bird’ Parker Plaza.
This historic neighborhood was a stop on the Underground Railroad, the birthplace of Charlie “Bird” Parker, and home to many notable local African Americans. Located close to downtown, nearby quarries, steel mills, and stockyards, Douglass-Sumner was a great place for working-class families for decades.

Struggler’s Hill was established in 1920 and named after the lived experience of the residents who moved there—the idea being that once you moved in, you would then struggle to make payments. While the community had sufficient infrastructure and local businesses, (a majority of which were also homeowners) housing costs were high. Yet the community endured and the neighborhood was a strong and supportive network, resulting in many talented African American firsts and generations of families that live there to this day.

John McClendon was raised in NE KCK, attending Dunbar Elementary and Sumner High School. He was a major contributor to the sport of basketball, as both a player and a coach. He was drafted by the Washington Capitols (a former Basketball Association of America team based in Washington, D.C. from 1946 to 1951), making John the first African American to sign a contract with an NBA team. He later became a basketball coach and is recognized as the first African American head coach in any sport.

Landscape architects, Hare and Hare, turned an ‘unsightly hole’ into a 3.8-acre ‘Waterway Park Complex’ in 1911 that is today known as Big Eleven Lake. 20 years after their effort, additional improvements were made to the lake, requiring it to be drained. Locals had many suspicions of what lay beneath the surface, including ghosts! Today, Big Eleven Lake is a recreational destination and features a memorial to KCK’s very own, Charlie Parker.
FOCUS AREA 2

OBSERVATIONS
- A large number of parcels in the focus area are either owned by the Land Bank or vacant.
- Quindaro Blvd. and 5th St. lack street trees.
- The west side of 5th St. was recently paved with a new 10’ off-street multi-use bicycle pedestrian path.
- The intersections at 5th St. and 7th St. are difficult for pedestrians to cross.

THEMES
- Harness and build on existing assets such as local schools, churches, and Boston Daniels Park along with a collection of historic commercial buildings and homes.
- Pair private investment with public investment so that the two complement one another.
- Incorporate the Unified Government’s commitment of approximately $500k of CDBG funds to improve Boston Daniels Park. It is recommended that the Park improvements also include a vertical interpretive sign memorializing Boston Daniels as part of the overall redesign.
- Every marker, art installation, or pocket park should be visible from the next one on the Trail in order to visually pull someone along the Trail.
- Create open spaces that have amenities, face the fronts of houses, and are easy for a pedestrian to access.

NOTES
- All new development shown is on vacant property with the exception of the parcel on the northwest corner of Quindaro Ave. and 5th St.
- Create mixed-use nodes at the intersections of 7th St and 5th St. with Quindaro Blvd.
- Adaptively reuse brick buildings and paint murals on the facades facing small plazas and pocket parks.
- Add street trees where possible along the Trail.
**FOCUS AREA PLAN**

- **EXPANDED BOSTON DANIELS PARK WITH NEW PLAYGROUND**
- **NEW CROSSWALK AND NARROWER TRAVEL LANES**
- **GATEWAY INTERSECTION**
- **PUBLIC ART OR MEMORIAL LOCATION**
- **MURAL FACING PLAZA**
- **MIXED-USE/MULTI-FAMILY DEVELOPMENT**
- **NEW PLAZA WITH PUBLIC ART OR MEMORIAL LOCATION**
- **NEW COMMERCIAL SPACE WITH PLAZA AND MEMORIAL MARKER**
- **OUR LADY & ST. ROSE CATHOLIC CHURCH**
- **McGREW’S GROVE MARKER**
- **BANNEKER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL**
- **EXISTING BUSINESSES**

*For Illustrative Purposes Only*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Square Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE-FAMILY</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTI-FAMILY</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIAL</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPTIVE REUSE</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HEART TRAIL ROUTE**

**HEART TRAIL SPUR**

**FOCUS AREA PLAN**
FOCUS AREA 3

OBSERVATIONS
- There are several Lank Bank owned and vacant parcels along 10th St., and fewer along Washington Blvd.
- Big Eleven Lake has limited amenities and is disconnected from the Beatrice L. Lee Community Center.
- Waterway Dr. is an unnecessary connection and is extremely difficult for a pedestrian to cross.
- Washington Blvd. is difficult for a pedestrian to cross.
- There appears to be a market for multi-family construction along Washington Blvd. based on existing development projects.

THEMES
- Vacate part of the Waterway Dr. and extend Big Eleven Lake Park to the Beatrice L. Lee Community Center.
- Utilize local developers to build infill single-family housing on vacant and Land Bank-owned parcels.
- Create a mixed-use node at 10th St. and Washington Blvd.

NOTES
- All new development shown is on vacant property or Land Bank owned property.
- Place trail markers, memorials, and art within the open space system along the east side of 10th St.
- The removal of a portion of Waterway Dr. facilitates the reduction in the number of Washington Blvd. travel lanes, allowing for pedestrian refuges in the crosswalk.
- The northwest corner of 10th St. and Washington Blvd. should be developed as a larger mixed-use building given the lake views, higher visibility, and strategic location along the Heart Trail.
- The upcoming to Douglass/Sumner Quality of Life Plan update being coordinated through LISC will serve as a Land Bank strategy pilot area.
Dashed lines indicate potential connections or future expansions of the Trail.
The River Trail strengthens the connection between the center of the neighborhood and Kaw Point. This Trail segment utilizes a large portion of the existing Jersey Creek Trail (indicated by the gray line on the map), which would be improved with signage and other amenities.

East of the existing terminus of the Jersey Creek Trail, the River Trail would continue from 5th Street to 3rd Street, utilizing existing public right-of-way and UG-owned land. The Trail would then cross 3rd Street and proceed south on the east side of the street, with a new multi-use path. The River Trail would then connect with the existing Riverfront Heritage Trail with improved access to Kaw Point.

Integration with the existing Riverfront Heritage Trail would allow for greater regional connectivity, including a direct off-street route west to Downtown Kansas City, Kansas, and east to the West Bottoms neighborhood.

The River Trail helps to connect important neighborhood assets including Heathwood Park, Jersey Creek Park, Edgerton Park and Kaw Point.

A potential Trail extension could continue north on 3rd Street to Oakgrove Cemetery.
Dr. Marjorie Cates

Following her time at Sumner High School, Dr. Marjorie Cates was the first African American woman to graduate from the University of Kansas Medical School. Following her sister’s death from cancer at a very young age, Dr. Cates went on to teach hematology at Howard University where she also served as the Associate Director of the University’s Center for Sickle Cell Disease. In 2018, Dr. Cates’ legacy was honored by the donation of a academic society in her name, The Cates Society.

Judge Cordell Meeks

Kansas’ first African American District Judge, Cordell Meeks, was elected in 1972 and served two terms. Prior to becoming a judge, Cordell owned and operated his own law firm alongside his 19-year career as County Commissioner, where he successfully organized for two (2) low-income housing developments to be built in Kansas City, Kansas (the Gateway Plaza Homes and Gateway Plaza Homes East). Following Judge Meeks’ terms, he retired in 1980, and began writing an autobiography which he published five (5) years later, “To Heaven Through Hell: An Autobiography of the First Black District Court Judge of Kansas.”

Juniper Gardens

The State of Kansas chartered the Kansas City Kansas Housing Authority on August 6, 1957. The first five (5) Commissioners included Leonard Childers, Robert DeVero, Oscar Hall, Allen Sever, and Fletcher Speck. Their goal was to establish a low-rent housing development for the community, and they did that through their first family development, Juniper Gardens. The development was built on a 33-acre plot located in Northeast KCK in 1962. A total of 390 units were built in Juniper Gardens at a cost of $6 Million, making it today the oldest and largest public housing development in the State of Kansas.

Lewis, Clark, and York at Kaw Point

Lewis and Clark set upon an exploration of the Louisiana purchase in 1803 alongside York. York was enslaved by William Clark and was the first African American (that was not an escaped slave) to visit Kansas. The team spent days at Kaw Point and were the first Americans to pass through the county and leave records. Despite Yorks’ great service and essentiality to the cause, he was neither paid nor freed.

Kaw Point

Kaw Point Park is a 10-acre wooded area along the confluence of the Missouri and Kansas Rivers and features great views of downtown KCK and KCMO. This park is also part of the greater “Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail,” which connects park-goers to the Missouri side. Here you can find an amphitheater with limestone seating blocks carved with names of the members of the expedition, and the Confluence of Nations Plaza, containing a memorial to Indigenous peoples. One panel describes the homeland of the Kanza Indians.
**OBSERVATIONS:**

- There are very few parcels that are either vacant or owned by the Land Bank.
- The area is largely industrial.
- Kaw Point Park is severed from the rest of the neighborhood by highways, overpasses, and terrain.

**THEMES**

- Reconnect Kaw Point Park to the rest of the city.
- As 3rd St. is excessively and dangerously wide, it does provide an opportunity for a road diet.
- Make Kaw Point Park a destination.

**NOTES**

- Further explore the Kansas City Design Center’s options to simplify the intersection and roadway alignment underneath the interchange.
- Create connections to the trail where possible including to Grant Elementary, the Riverfront Heritage Trail, and Walker Ave.
- The existing parking at Kaw Point is underutilized and should be replaced with recreation fields and open space.
- Plant trees and landscaping to hide the highway and industrial uses north of Kaw Point.
- Incorporate ULI-TAP Plan to redevelop Juniper Gardens site, which builds off initial goals outlined in the NE KCK Area Master Plan.
IMPLEMENTATION
The Plan recommends a four-phased approach to implementing the NE KCK Heritage Trail. This approach is outlined in the following pages. Phases shown do not include additional additional Trail spurs or alternative routes. To support this phased approach, a number of initial action steps are recommended to ensure success of this effort.

1. **Fabricate and install sidewalk decals at each of the existing memorialization locations along the trail**

   Sidewalk decals should be printed and installed for all memorializations outlined in this Plan. These decals will be linked to the online trail platform and can help to establish a framework for the Trail within the community.

2. **Utilize Sunflower grant funding to begin Phase 1 improvements along Jersey Creek**

   As part of Phase 1, utilize existing Groundwork NRG Sunflower Grant Funding to begin improvements along Jersey Creek. This funding should include the establishment of the first set of Trail memorializations in this area.

3. **Coordinate with local, state and federal transportation agencies to create detailed improvement plan for 27th Street Corridor, including I-635 bridge improvements**

   The 27th Street corridor is critical to the success of the Trail. Through the vision established in this Plan, we recommend coordination with local, state and federal transportation agencies to create a detailed improvement plan for the area, with a focus on I-635 bridge pedestrian and gateway signage improvements.

4. **Evaluate anti-displacement recommendations through local neighborhood associations and the Land Bank**

   Utilizing the anti-displacement recommendations outlined in this Plan, begin meeting with local neighborhood associations in tandem with the Land Bank to share and create dialog about future development and growth in the area. The Plan can be a tool to support efforts to update Land Bank policy and inform the to Douglass/Sumner Quality of Life Plan Update and Land Bank Pilot Strategy. Through these conversations, begin to establish an HOA structure utilizing the Equitable Development Scorecard included in this Plan as a tool for the evaluation of proposed development projects.

5. **Evaluate and begin applying for grant programs based on timing, while leveraging existing resources for Phases 2-4**

   Utilizing the resources listed in this Plan as a guide, begin identifying and applying for grant funding for various elements of the Trail, based on timing and the leveraging of existing resources.

### Planning-Level Cost Estimates

These costs are intended to be general and used for long-range planning purposes. The construction estimates do not include costs for detailed planning, surveying, engineering design, right-of-way acquisition, mobilization, maintenance of traffic during construction, landscaping/aesthetics, utility adjustments, lighting, drainage, storm water management, erosion and sediment control, significant grading, bridges, retaining walls, significant changes in vehicular traffic patterns, or contingency costs. Construction costs will vary based on the ultimate project scope (i.e. combination with other projects) and economic conditions at the time of construction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Cost Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td>$250,000 – $400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>$1,500,000 – $2,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>$1,500,000 – $2,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 4</td>
<td>$500,000 – $1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Project</strong></td>
<td>$3,750,000 – $5,400,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BRANDING AND SIGNAGE

HERITAGE TRAIL

COLOR PALETTE:

- Red: C 0 - M 76 - Y 84 - K 0
  HEX #F2623A
- Blue: C 68 - M 18 - Y 7 - K 0
  HEX #41A7D1
- Green: C 15 - M 26 - Y 100 - K 0
  HEX #DCB626
- Orange: C 76 - M 2 - Y 91 - K 0
  HEX #36B156

CHARLIE PARKER
A strong brand for the Heritage Trail will help to define storytelling, signage, trail markers, and overall communications around the Heritage Trail Initiative. The brand story and visuals in the Plan have been crafted based on extensive research and conversations around NE KCK’s history and future legacy. What we have learned is that the NE KCK Heritage Trail brand should feel significant, inspired by the past, true to the community, relevant, and tied to the environment.

Signage has been designed to reflect this brand through the use of natural materials, including locally-sourced wood, and color. Wave forms indicate successive waves of progress and change in the community and also represent the waterways of the area (Missouri River, Kansas River and Jersey Creek). The signage prototypes on the following pages illustrate sidewalk stickers, gateway signs, directional signs, interpretive signs, and tactile map installations that will help to create continuity along the Trail. Each of the three (3) Trail segments, the Town Trail, Heart Trail, and River Trail, will utilize a different color to help define the theme for the area.

These elements should carry over into public art features such as the base of sculptures, retaining walls, and areas such as the US 635 overpass bridge. Signage and branding prototypes have been developed utilizing MARC’s regional trails standards. Signage has also been designed for full accessibility, utilizing feedback provided by the Kansas School for the Blind.

**LANDSCAPE RESTORATION AND RESOURCE HARVESTING**

The experience of the Quindaro Townsite is currently limited by the overgrowth of invasive landscaping on the site. Creating trail alignments that bring visitors from the overlook down to the water expands the experience of the site—passing through the ruins of the buildings long gone and emerging at the Missouri River, whose tumultuous waters were the route to freedom for so many enslaved people.

Volunteers have been helping clear out brush and uncovering foundations throughout the site and archeological teams have uncovered the ruins of 22 buildings.

To further enable this experience, a massive landscape restoration project must be undertaken—one that involves all levels of volunteers. This process can also serve as form of resource harvesting, by using the removed trees as a key material for signage, benches, mulch and more.

The process for such an undertaking should include the following:

- Coordination with landowners to talk through the landscape restoration process.
- An initial landscape inventory with a landscape architect and the Groundwork KCK Green Team and other interested volunteers. The goal of this visit is to learn to identify different tree species and begin to mark trees with spray paint as either native, invasive, or naturalized.
- Schedule a series of volunteer days to begin to open the landscape up. Volunteer activities can include tree marking, trail marking, removing invasive trees with a chainsaw, trash pickup, and everything in between.
- Engage existing volunteer efforts, such as Rockhurst Jesuit volunteer days, to program ongoing restoration.

This effort could eventually expand to include other focus areas, such as Jersey Creek and Kaw Point. As invasive trees and other species are removed, identify those that would make ideal signposts: Trees that are of 6” caliper (diameter), straight, and have a trunk height 9-10’. Larger trees should be reserved for benches, and smaller trees should be reserved to create mulch for Quindaro trails.

**SIGNAGE FABRICATION**

There are various ways that signage could be fabricated once trees are harvested.

OPTION 1: Engage the Green Team, with the help of local landscape architects and fabricators, to build the signs. A local sign shop would provide sign panels and attachments. Over the course of three (3) events, the Green Team would build a full set of signs. This option will be more affordable, as volunteers are managing the labor.

OPTION 2: Put sign package out to bid for local sign fabricators to create detailed construction drawings and install.

Estimated costs per sign for these options are included on the signage details. Final sign designs will remain the same with each option. Either option will require additional artwork and details for final sign locations.
BRANDING AND SIGNAGE

OVERPASS AT 27TH STREET & I-635
VIEW FROM THE SIDEWALK
TEN 50’ SECTIONS | 5’X10’ PANELS
BRIDGE WIDTH ~500 FT

OVERPASS AT 27TH STREET & I-635
VIEW FROM HIGHWAY
TEN 50’ SECTIONS | 5’X10’ PANELS
BRIDGE WIDTH ~500 FT

GATEWAY SIGN

VERTICAL INTERPRETIVE SIGN

SIDEWALK STICKER

ESTIMATED COST:
OPTION 1: $3,500
OPTION 2: $7,750

ESTIMATED COST:
OPTION 1: $1,700
OPTION 2: $3,000

PLAN VIEW
LONG STREET CULTURAL WALL INSP

LEARN MORE:
KANSAS CITY’S FIRST BLACK CHEIF OF POLICE
BOSTON DANIELS

Lorem ipsum Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel

LED UPLIGHTING

POWDER COATED ALUMINUM CAP, COLOR DEPENDENT ON TRAIL LOCATION

PRINTED ALUMINUM SIGN, DOUBLE SIDED WITH TRAIL MAP ON OPPOSITE SIDE.

1/4” THICK SIGN PANEL SECURED WITH BRACKETS AND TAMPER PROOF SCREWS TO POST.

POURED CONCRETE FOOTING

POURED CONCRETE FOOTING

CNC ROUTED PLASTIC LOGO, .5” DEPTH, APPLIED ON BOTH SIDES, COLOR DEPENDENT ON TRAIL LOCATION

VINYL COVERED WOOD PANEL WITH DIE CUT LETTERS

COLOR DEPENDENT ON TRAIL LOCATION

2’ Poured Concrete Footing

6” Powder Coated Aluminum with Vinyl Directional Information

COLOR DEPENDENT ON TRAIL LOCATION

ESTIMATED COST:
OPTION 1: $1,500
OPTION 2: $2,800

POURED CONCRETE FOOTING

6” Powder Coated Aluminum Sign Posts with Decorative Base

VINYL COVERED WOOD PANEL WITH DIE CUT LETTERS

COLOR DEPENDENT ON TRAIL LOCATION

6” Powder Coated Metal Sign Posts with Decorative Base

CNC ROUTED PLASTIC LOGO, .5” DEPTH, APPLIED ON BOTH SIDES, COLOR DEPENDENT ON TRAIL LOCATION

8’ Vertical Interpretive Sign

6’ Horizontal Interpretive Sign

6’6” Sidewalk Sticker

STRUGGLES HILL
THE BIRTH PLACE OF CO
O
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3.5 NORTH EAST KCK HERITAGE TRAIL

LEARN MORE:
KANSAS CITY’S FIRST BLACK CHEIF OF POLICE
BOSTON DANIELS

Lorem ipsum Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel
HEART TRAIL

INTERPRETIVE

DOUGLAS HOSPITAL

GATEWAY SIGN

ACRYLIC INTERPRETIVE

ESTIMATED COST:
OPTION 1: $1,500
OPTION 2: $2,800

ACRYLIC INTERPRETIVE

ESTIMATED COST:
OPTION 1: $5,000
OPTION 2: $7,000

ACRYLIC INTERPRETIVE

ESTIMATED COST:
OPTION 1: $6,000
OPTION 2: $8,000

HORIZONTAL INTERPRETIVE SIGN

ESTIMATED COST:
OPTION 1: $2,000
OPTION 2: $6,000

TACTILE MAP SIGN

ESTIMATED COST:
OPTION 1: $1,700
OPTION 2: $7,750
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Phase 1 is intended to utilize the existing trail network on Jersey Creek and 5th Street to jump start implementation. As an initial Phase 1 strategy, it is recommended that large sidewalk decals be printed and installed at each of the existing and proposed memorialization locations along the Trail. The decals should have a QR code linking to the online trail platform, and should be placed in public locations as indicated on the Preferred Route Map and Focus Area Plans. This initial implementation step will help build awareness and formalize the trail by highlighting key locations. A portion of the $60k Groundwork NRG grant received from the Sunflower Foundation could potentially be utilized to fund printing of the decals.

The Jersey Creek segments of Phase 1 is 0.87 miles from N 18th Street to N 10th Street, and 1.35 miles from N 10th Street to N 3rd Street, for a total of approximately 2 miles in length. This portion of the Trail includes existing sidewalks along the creek, and should be enhanced through the usage of the existing $60k grant from the Sunflower Foundation. Based on significant community feedback, this funding should be allocated to the following features, in this order of importance:

1. Signage and Art
2. Amenities and Accessibility
3. Safety Features
4. Landscaping
5. Sustainability Features

It is recommended that the focus is on designing and installing the four (4) initial trail memorializations that have been identified along this section of the Trail, along with wayfinding signage helping to brand the “Town Trail” and the “River Trail.”

The Unified Government is committing approximately $500k of CDBG funds to improve Boston Daniels Park, consistent with the recently updated Consolidated Plan. It is recommended that the Park improvements also include a vertical interpretive sign memorializing Boston Daniels as part of the overall redesign.

New memorializations within this area include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Preferred Format</th>
<th>Preferred Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 Patchwork Slave Quilts</td>
<td>Sculpture</td>
<td>Between 13th and 16th along Jersey Creek path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Edward Dwight</td>
<td>Monument/Horizontal Interpretive</td>
<td>Heathwood Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Dr. Marjorie Cates</td>
<td>Vertical interpretive + directional</td>
<td>Mural on the NW corner of 7th/Quindaro (Ben’s lawnmower shop)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Judge Cordell Meeks</td>
<td>Vertical interpretive</td>
<td>Between 7th and 5th along Jersey Creek Trail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Plan also recommends the installation of memorializations and associated improvements along the N 5th Street portion of the Heart Trail. This corridor is 0.81 miles in length and includes a 10’ wide sidewalk, or off-street multi-use path, that is ideal for both pedestrians and bicyclists. This portion of the Trail includes two (2) existing memorializations which can be highlighted by sidewalk stickers, along with five (5) additional memorializations that can begin to be created with the help of local artists. New memorializations within this area include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Preferred Format</th>
<th>Preferred Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13 Boston Daniels</td>
<td>Vertical interpretive</td>
<td>Within Boston Daniels Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Wiley C. Pope</td>
<td>Vertical interpretive</td>
<td>5th and Quindaro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 HUB Bookstore</td>
<td>Mural</td>
<td>Mural, on brick building, NW corner of Quindaro/7th St. Thruway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Rattlebone Hollow</td>
<td>Vertical interpretive + directional</td>
<td>Point to the former settlement/neighborhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Douglass State Bank</td>
<td>Acrylic Sign</td>
<td>Liberty Bank is the old building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Dr. S.H. Thompson Sr. &amp; Jr.</td>
<td>Vertical interpretive</td>
<td>(NW corner) Washington and 5th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PLANNING-LEVEL COST ESTIMATE**
Includes the following elements:

**MEMORIALIZATIONS AND SIGNAGE**
- 44 Decals
- 3 Gateway Sign
- 6 Vertical Interpretive Sign
- 3 Directional Sign
- 1 Acrylic Interpretive Sign
- 1 Horizontal Interpretive Sign
- 4 Tactile Map Sign
- 2 Sculpture or Mural

**PAINTED CROSSWALKS/CROSSWALK ART**
- 16 Crossings

**STREETSCAPE**
- 12 Benches
- 12 Landscape Areas
- 6 Water Fountains

**ESTIMATE: $250,000 – $400,000**
Dashed lines indicate potential connections or future expansions of the Trail
Phase 2 of the NE KCK Heritage Trail would include connecting the “bookends” of the Quindaro Townsite and Kaw Point to the surrounding community.

Construction and improvement of a portion of the Trail along 27th Street, between the Quindaro Townsite and Quindaro Avenue, would establish a strong link between Townsite and the larger NE KCK neighborhood as a whole. This segment is shown in greater detail in Focus Area 1 of this Plan. This area, which is 0.78 miles in length, is seen as a critical connector between the past and present. New memorializations within this area include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Preferred Format</th>
<th>Preferred Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quindaro Parkville Ferry</td>
<td>Vertical interpretive</td>
<td>Near the overlook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglass Hospital</td>
<td>Acrylic Sign</td>
<td>On former site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedman Elementary School, and Western University</td>
<td>Acrylic Sign</td>
<td>On former site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Quindaro Brown Guthrie</td>
<td>Statue</td>
<td>At Sewell and N. 27th St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernon School</td>
<td>Statue/Public Art</td>
<td>In front of Vernon School, at Sewell and N. 27th St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarina Nichols</td>
<td>Vertical interpretive</td>
<td>at corner of Sewell and Endicott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underground Railroad</td>
<td>Statue/Public Art</td>
<td>At Parkview Ave and 27th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nora Holt</td>
<td>Mural Sign, Sculpture</td>
<td>At NE corner of Russell and 27th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase 2 also recommends the creation of a new multi-use path connecting the current terminus of the Jersey Creek Trail at 5th Street with Kaw Point, as illustrated in Focus Area 4. This path, which is approximately 0.96 miles in length, would include two (2) additional memorializations. New memorializations within this area include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Preferred Format</th>
<th>Preferred Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Juniper Gardens</td>
<td>Acrylic Sign</td>
<td>1962 N 1st St</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis, Clark and York at Kaw Point</td>
<td>York Sculpture</td>
<td>Kaw Point</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PLANNING-LEVEL COST ESTIMATE**

Includes the following elements:

**MEMORIALIZATIONS AND SIGNAGE**

- Gateway Sign
- Vertical Interpretive Sign
- Directional Sign
- Acrylic Interpretive Sign
- Tactile Map Sign
- Sculpture or Mural
- Bridge Overpass Gateway

**PAINTED CROSSWALKS/CROSSWALK ART**

- 15 Crossings

**STREETScape**

- 7 Benches
- 7 Landscape Areas
- 3 Water Fountains

**MULTI-USE PATH**

- 1.46 Miles Expand/Improve Existing Sidewalk
- .28 Miles New Multi-use Path

**ESTIMATE:** $1,500,000 – $2,000,000
Dashed lines indicate potential connections or future expansions of the Trail
Phase 3 is intended to complete the Heart Trail loop by utilizing Quindaro Boulevard, 10th Street and Washington Boulevard. The segment from 5th and Quindaro to 10th and Quindaro would include design improvements as shown in Focus Area 2, including expanded open spaces and a widened sidewalk on the north side of Quindaro Boulevard. This portion of the trail is approximately .28 miles in length. New memorializations within this area include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Preferred Format</th>
<th>Preferred Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 Benjamin Singleton</td>
<td>Horizontal Interpretive</td>
<td>Corner of 6th and Quindaro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Heritage Trail segment from Quindaro Boulevard and 10th to Washington Boulevard would include design improvements as shown in Focus Area 3, including a redesign of 10th Street with a multi-use path and significant green infrastructure elements. This portion of the trail is approximately 1.12 miles in length. New memorializations within this area include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Preferred Format</th>
<th>Preferred Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 Big Eleven Lake</td>
<td>Acrylic Sign</td>
<td>Overlooking Lake showcasing historic photo with boats and original grand design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Strugglers Hill</td>
<td>Vertical interpretive</td>
<td>East side along 10th at Freeman Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 John McLendon</td>
<td>Vertical interpretive or Mural</td>
<td>East side of 10th at Eldin Forest Park</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Trail segment from Washington Boulevard and 10th Street to 5th Street would include design improvements as shown in Focus Area 3, including a redesign of Washington Boulevard with widened sidewalks. This portion of the trail is approximately .73 miles in length. New memorializations within this area include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Preferred Format</th>
<th>Preferred Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19 Wyandot Nation</td>
<td>Vertical interpretive + directional</td>
<td>Point to Huron Indian Cemetery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Alex Haley</td>
<td>Mural</td>
<td>Mural on Pete’s Barbor Shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Sumner High School</td>
<td>Horizontal Interpretive</td>
<td>In front of School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Dr. Davis Porter</td>
<td>Vertical interpretive</td>
<td>In front of Castle Rock, 852 Washington Boulevard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Charlie ‘Bird’ Parker</td>
<td>Vertical interpretive + directional</td>
<td>Point to existing sign at Big 11 Lake</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PLANNING-LEVEL COST ESTIMATE**
Includes the following elements:

- **MEMORIALIZATIONS AND SIGNAGE**
  4 Gateway Sign
  5 Vertical Interpretive Sign
  6 Directional Sign
  1 Acrylic Interpretive Sign
  2 Horizontal Interpretive Sign
  4 Tactile Map Sign

- **PAINTED CROSSWALKS/CROSSWALK ART**
  26 Crossings

- **STREETSCAPE**
  10 Benches
  10 Landscape Areas
  5 Water Fountains

- **MULTI-USE PATH**
  0.79 Miles Expand/Improve Existing Sidewalk
  1.86 Miles New Multi-use Path

**ESTIMATE:** $1,500,000 – $2,000,000
Dashed lines indicate potential connections or future expansions of the Trail.
Phase 4 is intended to complete the Town Trail by utilizing Quindaro Boulevard and 18th Street. This segment would include “complete streets” improvements that would include wider sidewalks and narrower roadway widths in order to create a more pedestrian-friendly environment. This portion of the trail is approximately 1.25 miles in length. A potential Trail spur or expansion would connect the northern portion of Klamm Park through an off-street multi-use pathway that would utilize former rail right-of-way to connect to Karl Bruce Middle School. New memorializations within this area include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Preferred Format</th>
<th>Preferred Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 Nora Holt</td>
<td>Mural Sign, Sculpture</td>
<td>NE corner of Russell and 27th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Charles Langston</td>
<td>Vertical interpretive + directional</td>
<td>Corner of 18th and Quindaro Boulevard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Planning-Level Cost Estimate**

Includes the following elements:

- **Memorializations and Signage**
  - 2 Gateway Sign
  - 1 Vertical Interpretive Sign
  - 4 Directional Sign
  - 2 Tactile Map Sign
  - 1 Sculpture or Mural

- **Painted Crosswalks/Crosswalk Art**
  - 26 Crossings

- **Streetscape**
  - 4 Benches
  - 4 Landscape Areas
  - 2 Water Fountains

- **Multi-Use Path**
  - 1.24 Miles
  - Expand/Improve Existing Sidewalk

**Estimate:**

$500,000 - $1,000,000
POTENTIAL TOOLS AND RESOURCES

SUNFLOWER FOUNDATION GRANT
The mission of the Sunflower Foundation centers around three (3) primary approaches: Healthy Living & Active Communities, Health Care, and Advocacy & Policy. As an Early Action Project, $60k from the Sunflower Foundation has been obtained by Groundwork NRG, and will be utilized to improve an initial portion of the Town Trail or River Trail along Jersey Creek. Based on a participatory budgeting activity that was held as part of the Winter Fest outreach event, community members have ranked the following elements in terms of their preferences for the grant:
1. Signage and Art
2. Amenities and Accessibility
3. Safety Features
4. Landscaping
5. Sustainability Features
www.sunflowerfoundation.org/grants/for_grant_seekers/current_grant_opportunities/grants

MID-AMERICAN REGIONAL COUNCIL: PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
This level of planning in the Planning Sustainable Places program focuses on drilling down into a corridor or district type of plan. Communities that have completed work that meets the criteria of a Sustainable Places Plan are encouraged to utilize the Planning Sustainable Places Project Development opportunity to further develop their big picture plans to integrate project needs and concepts. Possible Elements can include:
- Transportation project feasibility analysis
- Parking facility or management plan
- Bicycle/pedestrian project plan
- Transit project or facility plan
- Multi-modal corridor plans
- Green and complete streets
- Environmental mitigation plan or restoration plan
- Design guidelines
www.marc.org/transportation/transportation-programs/planning-sustainable-places

MID-AMERICAN REGIONAL COUNCIL: IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES
The Implementation Activities level of planning in the Planning Sustainable Places program focuses on pulling together the final pieces necessary to move a project from planning to preliminary engineering. This level does not include PS&E (plans, specifications and estimates) nor would it include survey work. Possible elements can include:
- Project scoping study
- Cooperative agreements
- Public information plan for implementation
- Typical cross-sections based on typical ROW, not site measured specifics
- Rough cost estimates for fitting in ROW but not design
- Finish Recommended Plan with deliverable as memorandum or report
- Identification if ROW is needed but not specific details; identify critical issues of project
- Plan should address the final state for a long-term reality, i.e. moving from local to future arterial
- Outline street classification and associated ROW dimensions within ROW plan
- Outline how ROW will increase if planning for trail system
- Alignment Studies
www.marc.org/transportation/transportation-programs/planning-sustainable-places

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION: RAISE DISCRETIONARY GRANTS
The RAISE program helps communities around the country carry out projects with significant local or regional impact. RAISE discretionary grants, which were originally created under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act as TIGER grants, can be used for a wide variety of projects. Projects will be evaluated on statutory criteria of safety, environmental sustainability, quality of life, economic competitiveness and opportunity, state of good repair, partnership and innovation. The Department is also encouraging applicants to consider how their projects can create workforce development opportunities. Applicants can be more competitive in the process if they are creating jobs with free and fair choice to join a union and good labor standards, creating jobs that underserved communities can access, or are supporting worker opportunities and training. Applicants are also encouraged to utilize
registered apprenticeship and local and economic hire agreements.
www.transportation.gov/RAISEgrants

**U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION RECONNECTING COMMUNITIES PILOT PROGRAM – PLANNING GRANTS AND CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION GRANTS**

The purpose of the RCP Program is to reconnect communities by removing, retrofitting, or mitigating transportation facilities such as highways and rail lines that create barriers to community connectivity including to mobility, access, or economic development. The program provides technical assistance and grant funding for planning and capital construction to address infrastructure barriers, restore community connectivity, and improve peoples’ lives. The variety of transformative solutions to knit communities back together can include: high-quality public transportation, infrastructure removal, pedestrian walkways and overpasses, capping and lids, linear parks and trails, roadway redesigns and complete streets conversions, and main street revitalization. The RCP Program provides funding for two types of grants. Planning Grants fund the study of removing, retrofitting, or mitigating an existing facility to restore community connectivity; to conduct public engagement; and other transportation planning activities. Capital Construction Grants are to carry out a project to remove, retrofit, mitigate, or replace an existing eligible facility with a new facility that reconnects communities.

www.transportation.gov/grants/reconnecting-communities

**MELLON FOUNDATION: HUMANITIES IN PLACE PROGRAM**

Humanities in Place supports a fuller, more complex telling of American histories and lived experiences by deepening the range of how and where our stories are told and by bringing a wider variety of voices into the public dialogue. Working with media, heritage and public spaces, history museums and other institutions, and conveners of shared experiences—including the digital or ephemeral—this program strives to expand the public expression of the histories that have made us and the values we hold. The program works across and within diverse communities, encouraging bold, innovative rethinking of past practice, as well as visionary new approaches for how to collectively understand, uplift, and celebrate more complete stories about who we are. Mellon makes both project support grants (which may be in the form of spendable grants, endowment grants, or program-related investments) and general operating grants. They also consider a limited number of Officer’s Grants of $150,000 or less. Grant amounts and durations vary by program and type of grant.

mellon.org/programs/humanities-place/

**MELLON FOUNDATION: THE MONUMENTS PROJECT**

The Monuments Project is an unprecedented $250 million commitment by the Mellon Foundation to transform the nation’s commemorative landscape by supporting public projects that more completely and accurately represent the multiplicity and complexity of American stories. Launched in 2020, the Monuments Project builds on our efforts to express, elevate, and preserve the stories of those who have often been denied historical recognition, and explore how we might foster a more complete telling of who we are as a nation.

Grants made under the Monuments Project will fund publicly oriented initiatives that will be accessible to everyone and promote stories that are not already represented in commemorative spaces. While funds may support new monuments, memorials, and historic storytelling places, not every project will be a statue or permanent marker but may be realized as ephemeral or temporary installations or other nontraditional expressions of commemoration that will expand our understanding of what a monument can be. Mellon will also support efforts to contextualize or recontextualize existing commemorative sites and to uplift knowledge-bearers who can tell stories that have not yet been told.

mellon.org/initiatives/monuments/

**SUDBERLAND FOUNDATION GRANTS**

The Sunderland Foundation is a family foundation rooted in Kansas City with a history of supporting capital building projects. The Foundation explores giving opportunities aligned to its mission and values, including committing to building just and equitable communities, trusting organizations, communities and leaders to be the experts, and exploring root causes and the systems that create inequitable outcomes. As one of the four (4) Foundation funding areas, Arts and Culture projects received $23 million in 2021.

www.sunderland.org/grantapplication
**POTENTIAL TOOLS AND RESOURCES**

**NATIONAL TRUST: AFRICAN AMERICAN CULTURAL HERITAGE ACTION FUND**

Grants from the National Trust’s African American Cultural Heritage Action Fund advance ongoing preservation activities for historic places such as sites, museums, and landscapes that represent African American cultural heritage. To date, the program has funded 105 historic African American places and invested more than $7.3 million to help preserve landscapes and buildings imbued with Black life, humanity, and cultural heritage. With amounts ranging from $50,000 to $150,000, Action Fund grants support work in four (4) primary areas: Capital Projects, Organizational Capacity Building, Project Planning, and Programming and Interpretation.

[www.savingplaces.org/african-american-cultural-heritage](http://www.savingplaces.org/african-american-cultural-heritage)

**NATIONAL PARK SERVICE: OUTDOOR RECREATION LEGACY PARTNERSHIP (ORLP) PROGRAM**

The Outdoor Recreation Legacy Partnership (ORLP) Program is funded through the Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) State and Local Assistance Program. ORLP is a nationally competitive grant program that delivers funding to urban areas – jurisdictions of at least 50,000 people – with priority given to projects located in economically disadvantaged areas and lacking in outdoor recreation opportunities. These awards help underserved communities address outdoor recreation deficits by supporting projects in cities and densely populated urbanized areas that create new outdoor recreation spaces, reinvigorate existing parks, and form connections between people and the outdoors.

[www.lwcfcoalition.org/orlp](http://www.lwcfcoalition.org/orlp)

**NATIONAL PARK SERVICE: HISTORIC PRESERVATION FUND – UNDERREPRESENTED COMMUNITY GRANTS**

The National Park Service’s (NPS) Underrepresented Community Grant Program (URC) is intended to diversify the nominations submitted to the National Register of Historic Places to include communities that are currently underrepresented. URC grants are funded by the Historic Preservation Fund (HPF), and are administered by the NPS. Projects include surveys and nominations of historic sites associated with communities underrepresented in the National Register. Every URC project MUST result in at least one new or amended nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. Estimated total program funding is $1.25 million with an award ceiling of $75,000.

[www.nps.gov/articles/000/underrepresented-communities-grants-opportunity.htm](http://www.nps.gov/articles/000/underrepresented-communities-grants-opportunity.htm)

**U.S. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION: COMPETITIVE TOURISM GRANTS**

Competitive Grants include $240 million to help communities that have been hardest hit by challenges facing the travel, tourism and outdoor recreation sectors to invest in infrastructure, workforce or other projects to support the recovery of the industry and economic resilience of the community in the future. For EDA Competitive Tourism Grants, there are no application submission deadlines. While EDA encourages eligible applicants to submit their applications as soon as possible.


**KANSAS STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE**

The State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) works with issues related to historic buildings and structures, associated programs and tax incentives, and archeology. The SHPO helps to preserve, protect, and honor cultural, historical, and archeological resources of Kansas.

[www.kshs.org/p/preserve/19387](http://www.kshs.org/p/preserve/19387)

**NATURE SACRED CALL FOR PROJECTS: BRINGING A SACRED PLACE TO YOUR COMMUNITY**

Nature Sacred exists to inspire, inform and guide communities in the creation of public green spaces—called Sacred Places—designed to improve mental health, unify communities and engender peace. The Nature Sacred Design Process forges a partnership between a community leader and a landscape architect to guide community members through a visionary charrette process to achieve a welcoming Sacred Place.

**ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON FOUNDATION: PEOPLE, PARKS, AND POWER**

Urban parks and green spaces—playgrounds, pocket parks, outdoor recreation facilities, open spaces, trails, gardens, and green infrastructure—are crucial for community health and well-being, a fact made clear during the COVID-19 pandemic. Despite widespread appreciation for the health and environmental benefits of urban parks and green spaces, evidence shows persistent inequities in access, availability, quality of facilities, and programming, by race, place, and income. The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) is working to build a Culture of Health where everyone in America has a fair and just opportunity to live the healthiest life possible. Park equity is a key component of this vision.

This call for proposals seeks especially small and mid-sized urban communities most impacted by park and green space inequities to participate in People, Parks, and Power: A National Initiative for Green Space, Health Equity, and Racial Justice (P3)—a joint effort of RWJF and the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation, led and managed by Prevention Institute. RWJF expects to award grants up to $500,000 each (up to $250,000 per year).


**THE CLIMATE REALITY PROJECT: CLIMATE JUSTICE FOR ALL PROJECT GRANTS**

The Climate Reality Project seeks to work with 10 environmental organizations primarily led by and serving frontline communities to implement project-based initiatives that address environmental injustices in the US or Puerto Rico. Up to $20,000 will be awarded to each selected organization. Organizations are invited to implement community-driven solutions to the climate crisis that engage, empower, and benefit a specific community. The project-based proposal must pursue one or more of the following objectives:

- Raise awareness of the disproportionate impacts of climate change in frontline communities and the need for clean energy and energy efficiency.
- Mobilize communities against the fossil fuel industry and in support of emissions reduction.
- Engage communities in green workforce development opportunities (related to climate, natural disasters, environment, clean transportation, housing, water, and wastewater infrastructure) or in paths for a just transition to clean energy.
- Further community resilience to climate change, environmental injustices, and/or legacy pollution.

www.climaterealityproject.org/climatejustice/grants

**H&R BLOCK: MAKE EVERY BLOCK BETTER**

H&R Block and Nextdoor are coming together to make every block better with projects that connect, improve and uplift your community. They’re focusing on projects that safely connect neighbors and local small businesses so communities can thrive.

www.makeeveryblockbetter.com/

**AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PEOPLE: COMMUNITY CHALLENGE**

The AARP Community Challenge provides small grants to fund quick-action projects that can help communities become more livable for people of all ages. This year, applications will be accepted for projects to improve public spaces, housing, transportation and civic engagement; support diversity, equity and inclusion; build engagement for programs under new federal laws; and pursue innovative ideas that support people age 50 or older.

www.aarp.org/livable-communities/community-challenge/
This tour was curated by: Groundwork NRG

The NE KCK Heritage Trail connects Kaw Point to Quindaro, integrating green infrastructure, job access, expanded transportation options, and way-finding along its path. While the physical trail is in the works, the stories of the community’s rich cultural history are just starting to be told. Visit Groundwork NRG to learn more about this project.

Explore NE KCK. The Birthplace of Cool

Created by Groundwork NRG on April 20th 2022, 12:32:23 pm.
This tour has been viewed 500 times.
Get a QR Code for this tour

Description
NE KCK is an extraordinary destination. Walk the shores that were home to Lewis, Clark, and York’s expedition. Tour the Quindaro Ruins, which tell the story of a town built around the Wyandot Nation and the abolitionist belief that no human being should be owned by another. Uncover hidden designs etched into the bluffs along the river and stitched into quilts as codes for those traveling the Underground Railroad. Take in the sights, sounds, and food of the hometown of legendary African Americans, including jazz legend Charlie Parker. And connect to a community whose future is defined by its culture.
Clio.com has been utilized to create the digital platform and trail map for the NE KCK Heritage Trail. Clio is an educational website and mobile application that guides the public to thousands of historical and cultural sites throughout the United States. Built by scholars for public benefit, each entry includes a concise summary and useful information about a historical site, museum, monument, landmark, or other sites of cultural or historical significance. In addition, “time capsule” entries allow users to learn about historical events that occurred around them. Each entry offers turn-by-turn directions as well as links to relevant books, articles, videos, primary sources, and credible websites.

www.theclio.com/tour/2179

**CLIO UPDATE PROCESS**

1. Identify person/place/event of historic significance for which to create an entry.

2. Compile research for entry. Look for: timeline events and dates (birth/opening/milestone/etc.), major accomplishments, background information, stories, photos, additional resources people would be interested in pursuing.

Useful Resources:
- Kansas City Public Library.
- NPR Kansas City (KCUR).
- Kansas Historical Society (Kansapedia).
- African American Registry (AAREG).
- The University of Kansas.
- Legends of Kansas.
- Flatland KC.

3. Organize information utilizing the following structure:
   - Early/mid/end life.
   - Today (what has replaced or who lived on).
   - Major accomplishments.
   - Sources (where you found information and any additional resources that may be added to Clio).

4. Determine location best suited along trail to add point for the entry.
   - Collect Google map link, geographic coordinates, address.
   - Gather information on location importance.

5. Add to Clio – Using this format:
   - Brief Summary (one paragraph), includes a summary of both the entry/topic as well as the location.
   - Map - built from the address on Google and or coordinates.
   - Images - add images once appropriate filter has been applied, include image source as well as a title in the caption box.
   - Background and Context (2-5 paragraphs)
   - Sources - enter in sources used, Clio will assist you in the citation process.
   - Additional Information - enter in links to resources that one may find interesting.
   - Tags - add any of the relevant tags available in Clio.
The NE KCK Heritage Trail Plan honors heritage, while planning for the future. It provides a framework for Groundwork NRG, the UG, and other NE KCK community partners and the region, nation and world to celebrate the stories of the monumental events, places, and people of the neighborhood. It’s home to legendary individuals, including explorers, Exodusters, abolitionists, and activists—each deserving recognition. Yet the power in this community lies in how each one of these people and places intersect to create an extraordinary destination. Together, the community has lifted up and celebrated its heritage, continuing its tradition of progress into the future.

This memorialization framework aims to:
1. Preserve and tell the stories of NE KCK’s past.
2. Deliver a historical foundation that provides context from native populations, early pioneer settlement, resettlement, etc.
3. Organize these stories and context into different categories.
4. Elevate the community’s present-day stories.
5. Create an organization/community structure to nominate and tell stories.
6. Tie physical memorialization to the digital realm.

**RESEARCH + ENGAGEMENT**
Through research, porch conversations, surveys, and workshops with the Steering Committee and community at-large, various historic people, events and locations were identified as priority entries that should be memorialized and celebrated. A number of influential resources informed the research process, including:
- “Struggler’s Hill: A People, A Community”. Produced by the Northeast Cooperative Council and Light Bearers Entertainment with the support of a Kansas Humanities Council grant.
- “Quindaro” Produced by Jefferson Edward Donald and Northeast Cooperative Council, Inc. and supported by a Kansas Humanities Council Humanities grant.
- Kansas City Kansas Community College and Wyandotte County Historical Mural and Timeline.
- Kansas City Kansas Public Library resources.
- Kansas Historical Society resources.
- NPR in Kansas City (KCUR).
- Vernon Multipurpose Center resources.

From this research and community engagement, a list of 30 top-ranking entries were identified for the first round of memorialization and are included in this Plan.

**MEMORIALIZATION FRAMEWORK PLATFORMS**
The storytelling of the NE KCK Heritage Trail should be multidimensional—weaving together digital platforms, wayfinding, temporary placemaking, and public art initiatives. This framework identifies storytelling mediums, ranging from less expensive, temporary options to permanent public art and wayfinding pieces.

**DIGITAL**
Cost range: Free, but requires ongoing administration/maintenance.

A NE KCK Heritage Trail page (www.theclio.com/tour/2179) was created using Clio, a web-based digital storytelling application that integrates interactive maps, data, pictures, audio/videos, and user-submitted stories. Groundwork NRG’s Green Team was instrumental in establishing the page. The platform is accessible and user-friendly, allowing users to help contribute to stories and submit new entries. In addition to the web platform, Clio has an app that users can download and experience the trail through augmented reality.

**PHYSICAL MARKERS:**
Cement Decals
- Cost range: $50-$100.
- Duration: Temporary to semi-permanent.
- Most temporary, lasts 2-3 years before needing replacement.
- Include name of person or place being memorialized + QR to Clio.
Murals
• Cost range: $5,000-$8,000.
• Duration: Temporary to semi-permanent.
• Could be representational or abstract.
• Should include plaque/marker to provide contextual information.
• Create roster of artists to work with.

Wayfinding and Memorialization Signage
• Cost range: $1,500 - $5,000.
• Duration: Permanent.
• Gateway/Trailhead Sign.
• Directional Signage.
• Mile Marker Signs.
• Interpretive + Acrylic Signs.
• Vertical + Horizontal Interpretive: With map and information.
• Acrylic: Highlight buildings that were lost with transparent panels.

Permanent Art Pieces, such as sculptures
• Cost range: $5,000 - $10,000.
• Duration: Permanent.
• Most appropriate for memorializing people or events.
• Could take the form of a statue or headstone.
• Should include plaque/marker to provide contextual information.
• Create a roster of artists to work with.

channels, collaborating closely with UG on implementation of wayfinding and public art.

NE KCK Memorialization Committee: a group of individuals that will work with Groundwork NRG and the Green Team to help engage the community around entry selection, review and sign-off on research and writing, and help to ensure ongoing implementation.

Green Team: the team under Groundwork NRG that will:
• Work with the Memorialization Committee to identify entries.
• Facilitate annual community engagement around entry selection.
• Track implementation for each entry (depending on its tier).
• Oversee digital platform and maintenance.

UG:
• Wayfinding.
• Public art.
• Permitting.

• Determine a list of entries for public to vote on, identify tier for highest-ranked entries.
• Evaluate current list and determine which type of marker is most appropriate or desired for different people/places/events.
• Track memorialization implementation (digital, physical).
• Identify fundraising and grant opportunities.

Annually: Groundwork NRG to put out a call or a list of entries for public to vote on, initially building on the entries that have been identified but not yet been captured. Once entries are selected, Groundwork NRG to coordinate with Memorialization Committee to research, write, and source entries.

Bi-Annually: Add a batch of five (5) new entries to Clio based on public input and additional research. Ensure ongoing implementation of wayfinding, site markers, and public art.

Annually: Host an annual “groundbreaking” event of new entries with an emphasis on a platform for the community to tell their present-day stories.

The Annual Cycle:
2022-2023:
• Print and install QR codes at each of memorialization locations for the first 30 entries, as well as 14 existing memorialization locations.
• Identify funding opportunities to implement wayfinding and priority memorialization.

2023-forward:
Bi-annually: Groundwork NRG, UG and the Committee meet bi-annually to:

THE PROCESS:
The ongoing memorialization of the NE KCK Heritage Trail will require collaboration among a number of organizations and people, including:

Groundwork NRG: the organizational lead, which will oversee memorialization process and funding channels, collaborating closely with UG on implementation of wayfinding and public art.
The following People, Places and Events have been provided through the Draft Plan review process as potential future memorialization opportunities for consideration:

**PEOPLE:**
- Eben Blachly
- James H. Browne
- Al Burdette
- William Patrick Foster
- Bishop John A. Gregg
- Senator George and Mrs. Haley
- Dr. Hightower Kealing
- Delano Lewis
- The Fine Sisters
- Anthony Overton
- Corvine Paterson
- Charles Wilbur Rogan
- Andrew Rollins
- William T. Vernon

**PLACES:**
- 500 Freeman
- Antioch Baptist Church
- AME Church
- Brentwood Homes
- Dunbar North and South
- JFK Community Center/Beatrice L. Lee Community Center
- Kaw Industrial District “West Bottoms”
- Northeast Junior High School
- Mid Central Mortgage Company (848 Quindaro Blvd.)
- Ms. R’s Restaurant
- Oak Grove Cemetery
- Parkwood Pool
- St. Rose de Lima Catholic Church
- Stowe School
- Thatcher’s Funeral Home
- Yates Branch YMCA

**EVENTS/IDEAS:**
- The Hog Brothers Construction
- Lazarus the Cannon
- Prohibition
- Quindaro Stagecoach
- Steamboat Arabia
One of the strengths of the Northeast Area is its numerous well-established neighborhood associations. These groups act currently as a sounding-board for local issues and topics. However, the neighborhood associations do not have the ability to enforce any process, rules and approvals when it comes to community development projects that are not controlled by them directly. This lack of enforceable process often encourages the community to engage in a “reactive vs. proactive” manner. This typically leads to the perception of an outside developer through a lens of “speculator vs. investor” which can lead to a process with the community in a more adversarial role.

The Plan recommends exploring the establishment of a homeowners association (HOA) for various neighborhood associations that may be experiencing development pressure or potential displacement.

Through recent history, Homeowners Associations (HOA's) were often established to define an exclusive process that delineates how all facets of project development will need to occur related to a piece of real estate. This structure can be utilized to help define specific criteria based on community input and needs.

The “rules” of an HOA are generally created through covenants, conditions and restrictions (CCR’s) to be placed on the property deed. This framework can include, but is not limited to the community engagement process, the planning and design approval process, overall land transfer, architectural design approvals as well as defining the incentive process.

Once a homeowners association (HOA) has been established it can become the conduit for future vacant land parcel development within the HOA boundary. This framework will allow the HOA to receive the vacant land parcels fee simple (full and irrevocable ownership of land, and any buildings on that land) and place the covenants, conditions and restrictions, allowing for a more transparent development process, particularly if the proposed developer is looking to receive incentives from the Unified Government.

There are many steps towards establishing a successful HOA. The following process framework helps delineate the early HOA milestones:

1. Identify a local neighborhood association interested in becoming an HOA as a pilot project. This could include the Douglass/Sumner community, who will soon be updating their Quality of Life Plan.
2. Establish a “voluntary” homeowners association with the State of Kansas. This will allow the HOA to place the covenants, conditions & restrictions for each parcel that is seeking planning and development approvals to become a “voluntary” member.
3. Define the boundary for the homeowners association. Is it a neighborhood association boundary? Is it a housing/development nonprofit footprint? Is it a watershed and/or streamway border?
4. Define the covenants, conditions & restrictions. The CCR’s will attach to the real estate deed and remain on deed until they have been removed by the HOA. This is the mechanism that can ensure the community process is followed and the CCR’s or procedures are enforceable moving forward. This ability is not available to a neighborhood association but is a great tool to ensure the desires of the community are fulfilled.
5. Establish a process for developers, community engagement and community approvals.
6. Create an architectural review committee (ARC) within the homeowners association. The role of the ARC is to review the planning and design process with the development team to ensure the CCR’s are being followed for each project that is seeking incentives. An approval letter from the ARC is often required prior to the developer obtaining a building permit for the project.
7. Develop design guidelines and development standards for types of mixed-use development opportunities. The Equitable Development Scorecard included in this Plan can serve as the foundation for these guidelines and standards. This will help to delineate the development “rules” in advance.
8. Develop a community benefits agreement (CBA) template. A CBA is a contract between a developer and community-based organizations representing residents’ interests. The agreement spells out the benefits the community will receive in return for supporting the developer’s project in their neighborhood.
9. Establish a Community Investment Trust (CIT). A CIT is a solution that utilizes a wealth-building approach to invest in people and places by helping residents to grow their wealth in assets, specifically those that are located in their own neighborhoods.
10. Finalize the architectural review committee process.
GOAL: The goal of the Equitable Development Scorecard is to help residents and stakeholders provide feedback on proposed development projects through the lens of the community-defined principles and projects outlined in the NE KCK Heritage Trail Plan. The Equitable Development Scorecard is intended as a tool to be utilized by the Wyandotte County Land Bank, Groundwork NRG and Northeast KCK residents and stakeholders to assess larger proposed development projects seeking local approval or support. The Scorecard should inform the Land Bank’s disposition strategy as it relates to properties within the Northeast Area.

The Scorecard is organized around the Plan Pillars developed through the NE KCK Heritage Trail Plan and should be utilized for developments of at least 10 dwelling units, and/or 10,000 square feet of commercial, industrial or office space.

PROJECT/PLAN NAME: ____________________________________________

LOCATION OF PROJECT/PLAN: ____________________________________

DEVELOPER: ___________________________________________________

DEVELOPER CONTACT INFO: _______________________________________

IS THE PROJECT PART OF A LARGER LAND USE PLAN? (Circle) Y / N
If yes, please attach plan

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT:

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Step #1: Fill out the project information sheet on the previous page.

Step #2: Review each Equitable Development Category based on information provided or dialogue with the developer.

Step #3: Hold conversations with your group around each criterion, and give each category a score.

Step #4: Add up all of the scores below for the final score, and you have completed the scorecard.

SCORING

1. Write the score from each section below, along with the maximum possible score for the section.

   (Points Earned / Max possible)

   🌊 History____ / 5

   🏃‍♂️ Mobility ____ / 7

   💰 Economic Development ____ / 10

   🌍 Environment ____ / 21

2. Add up all of the above scores to get a total.

   ____ / 37 Total (Points Earned / Max Possible)

3. Turn the total into an equitable rating percentage.

   Divide the total Points Earned by the Max Possible

   WRITE THE FINAL SCORE HERE: ____ %

   Equitable Rating

   75% - 100% Excellent Equitable Development
   50% - 74% Good Equitable Development
   25% - 49% Fair Equitable Development
   0% - 24% Poor Equitable Development
**HISTORY**

Project helps to accurately capture the rich stories of the past, recognizing where we've been and where we are going, and recognizing the consequences of those actions to inspire the future.

___ / 5 Based on criterion below, estimate overall SCORE

Check boxes below, based on criterion that has been met

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meets Criterion</th>
<th>Doesn't Meet Criterion</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DEVELOPERS HAVE COMPLETED A CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL TOUR OF THE NORTHEAST AREA, LED BY A LOCAL COMMUNITY MEMBER. THE TOUR INCLUDES ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPACTS OF PAST RESIDENTIAL PATTERNS INCLUDING RED-LINING, WHITE FLIGHT, RACISM AND IMMIGRATION AND ITS EFFECT ON LOCAL NEIGHBORHOODS.

PROJECT INCLUDES A DOCUMENTATION OR SUMMARY OF HISTORY OF THE SITE OR DEVELOPMENT AREA.

PROJECT INCLUDES FUNDING TO SUPPORT A LOCAL MEMORIALIZATION ELEMENT AS INDICATED IN THE NE KCK HERITAGE TRAIL PLAN.

PROJECT INCLUDES NEW PROGRAMS, EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES, THAT ENCourage DIVERSE GROUPS TO COME TOGETHER.

DEVELOPMENT ACKNOWLEDGES AND DRAWS FROM PRIOR PLANNING INITIATIVES

---

**MOBILITY**

Project helps to ensure accessibility for all ages through multiple modes of transportation, encouraging both residents and visitors to connect to community assets and points of interest. Universal design is utilized to ensure that no one is excluded from experiencing and enjoying community.

___ / 7 Based on criterion below, estimate overall SCORE

Check boxes below, based on criterion that has been met

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meets Criterion</th>
<th>Doesn't Meet Criterion</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PROJECT INCLUDES SIGNIFICANT LIGHTING UPGRADES TO HELP IMPROVE SAFETY AND SECURITY.

PROJECT INCLUDES STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS INCLUDING STREET TREES, BENCHES, LANDSCAPE AND LIGHTING AND SIGNAGE IMPROVEMENTS TO IMPROVE THE PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT.

PROJECT INCLUDES THE FUNDING AND CONSTRUCTION OF A PORTION OF THE NE KCK HERITAGE TRAIL.

PROJECT HELPS ADDRESS CHALLENGES IDENTIFIED BY THE COMMUNITY WALK AUDIT

PROJECT HELPS TO ACCURATELY CAPTURE THE RICH STORIES OF THE PAST, RECOGNIZING WHERE WE'VE BEEN AND WHERE WE ARE GOING, AND RECOGNIZING THE CONSEQUENCES OF THOSE ACTIONS TO INSPIRE THE FUTURE.

Meets Criterion: ___ / 7

Doesn't Meet Criterion: ___ / 7

N/A: ___ / 7

---

**DEVELOPERS HAVE COMPLETED A CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL TOUR OF THE NORTHEAST AREA, LED BY A LOCAL COMMUNITY MEMBER. THE TOUR INCLUDES ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPACTS OF PAST RESIDENTIAL PATTERNS INCLUDING RED-LINING, WHITE FLIGHT, RACISM AND IMMIGRATION AND ITS EFFECT ON LOCAL NEIGHBORHOODS.**

---

**DEVELOPMENT ACKNOWLEDGES AND DRAWS FROM PRIOR PLANNING INITIATIVES**
EQUITABLE DEVELOPMENT SCORECARD

ENVIRONMENT

Project creates and enhances usable green spaces for people to enjoy while sustaining a healthy, livable community. Project restores and establishes beautiful, clean, and safe landscapes to help address stormwater and flood issues.

___ / 10 Based on criterion below, estimate overall SCORE

Check boxes below, based on criterion that has been met

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meets Criterion</th>
<th>Doesn't Meet Criterion</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PROJECT INCLUDES FARMERS MARKET, GROCERY, URBAN FARM, COMMUNITY GARDEN OR OTHER AFFORDABLE FOOD SOURCE.

PROJECT INCLUDES PLANS TO REMEDIATE ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES OF AN EXISTING BROWNFIELD SITE.

PROJECT INCLUDES PLANS TO CLEAN OR REPAIR ANY NEGATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS CAUSED BY THE DEVELOPMENT. IMPACTS INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO POLLUTION OF AIR, WATER OR SOIL; WASTE REMOVAL; EXPOSED SOIL WILL BE PLANTED TO PREVENT EROSION.

PROJECT IS WITHIN 1/8 MILE OF AN EXISTING PARK.

PROJECT INCLUDES GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE ELEMENTS TO IMPROVE STORMWATER CONDITIONS.

PROJECT INCLUDES A NEW PUBLICLY-USABLE PARK, WALKING TRAIL, PLAYGROUND OR PLAZA SPACE.

PROJECT LANDSCAPE INCLUDES NATIVE PLANTS AND GRASSES, REMOVES AND/OR DISCOURAGES INVASIVE PLANT SPECIES.

PROJECT INCLUDES REDEVELOPMENT OF VACANT OR SIGNIFICANTLY UNDERUTILIZED PROPERTY.

PROJECT LEVERAGES PLANNED INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS.

PROJECT HELPS TO CREATE ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION AREAS.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Project helps to ensure development without displacement and helps to provide shopping areas and essential services, while supporting both residential preservation and growth. Project stimulates locally-based equitable reinvestment while providing additional training and educational resources to connect residents to opportunities.

___ / 21 Based on criterion below, estimate overall SCORE
Check boxes below, based on criterion that has been met

Meets Criterion | Doesn’t Meet Criterion | N/A
---|---|---
PROJECT WAS INITIATED BY THE COMMUNITY OR DEVELOPERS HAVE PARTNERED WITH THE COMMUNITY TO CREATE A COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PLAN BEFORE THE PROJECT STARTS.

PUBLIC SUBSIDIES ARE BEING USED TO ENCOURAGE PRIVATE INVESTMENT WHERE IT CAN BEST PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL NEIGHBORHOOD RESIDENTS.

PROJECT INCLUDES AN “EARLY ACTION” ELEMENT FOCUSED ON A TANGIBLE COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT THAT CAN REALIZED BEFORE THE PROJECT IS FULLY COMPLETED.

PROJECT HELPS TO ATTRACT AND SUPPORT COMMUNITY ANCHORS, SUCH AS DAY CARE AND OTHER SMALL BUSINESSES, CLINICS, SKILLS DEVELOPMENT CENTERS.

DEVELOPERS UTILIZE WORKFORCE/EDUCATION PROGRAMS, SUCH AS HUD SECTION 3, TO CONNECT RESIDENTS TO JOBS AND LONG-TERM EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES.

PROJECT INCLUDES A COMMUNITY BENEFITS AGREEMENT AS PART OF THE DEVELOPMENT.

LOCAL RESIDENTS OR BUSINESSES OF THE NE KCK COMMUNITY ARE BEING HIRED OR UTILIZED FOR THE ENGAGEMENT ELEMENTS OF THE PROJECT (OUTREACH, MARKETING ETC.)

LOCAL RESIDENTS OR BUSINESSES OF THE NE KCK COMMUNITY ARE BEING HIRED OR UTILIZED FOR IMPLEMENTATION ELEMENTS OF THE PROJECT (BUILDING, CONSTRUCTION, STAFFING ETC.)

PROJECT IS BEING IMPLEMENTED UTILIZING ALTERNATIVE FINANCING OPTIONS SECURED BY LOCAL ENTREPRENEURS OR BUSINESS OWNERS

PROJECT HELPS TO HIGHLIGHT AND IDENTIFY EXISTING RESOURCES, ALLOWING GREATER UTILIZATION BY LOCAL RESIDENTS AND BUSINESS OWNERS.

PROJECT INCLUDES ONE OR MORE MINORITY-OWNED BUSINESSES OR SPACE TO INCUBATE AND FOSTER MINORITY-OWNED BUSINESSES.

PROJECT INCLUDES LEASE AGREEMENTS THAT PRIORITIZE NEIGHBORHOOD-BASED BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
Attendees Included:
Struggler's Hill Roots resident
Brenda Brinkhous-Hatch
Tim Duggan
Beverly Easterwood
Donna Guerra
Gunnar Hand
Brendan Irving
Rachel Jefferson
Doris L Jenkins
Adrienne Mattock
Brian Mattock
Ashley Newson
Kim Portillo
Monica Propst-Medeiros
Katanya Raby
Adam Rosa
Thomas Scott
Jim Schraeder
Marisa Schulz
Commissioner Gayle Townsend
King Tye
In May 2021, the Planning Team, along with Groundwork NRG staff, local residents, stakeholders and partners, took a day-long neighborhood tour of the NE KCK community. The tour, led by a longtime Struggler’s Hill Roots resident, provided the group important insight on the rich history and culture of the neighborhood, along with initial discussions of potential project opportunities and challenges. The group stopped several times during the tour for conversations and additional insight.

The tour began at Kaw Point, the confluence of the Kansas and Missouri Rivers. The Lewis and Clark expedition party camped at Kaw Point in June 1804, on their way from St. Louis to the Pacific Ocean.

The group then proceeded to the West Bottoms area, previously home to the Kansas City Live Stock Exchange and Kansas City Stockyard.

The next stop on the tour was John Garland Park, a result of a landfill capping project with continuing environmental justice concerns.

Jersey Creek Park provided an opportunity for the group to see recent trail improvements, and to discuss opportunities for additional green infrastructure.

For lunch, the team met at Parkwood Park, a vital community open space, and learned about the establishment of Parkwood Pool.

Following lunch, the tour stopped at the Quindaro Townsite, an important settlement established by abolitionists in late 1856 as a free state port-of-entry and as part of the resistance to stop the westward spread of slavery.

Sumner Academy was the next stop on the tour. Sumner Academy is a nationally ranked magnet school in Kansas City, Kansas which prepares students for high-level academic and creative pursuits. Named for abolitionist Charles Sumner, it started as Sumner High School in 1905 during a period of racial tension as a segregated school for black students, which offered vocational training, but emphasized college-preparatory training.

Within close proximity to Sumner Academy, the group toured the Everett Avenue Garden, a project currently underway as part of Groundwork NRG’s Green Team program.

Throughout the driving portion of the tour, the local Struggler’s Hill Roots resident narrated about important people, places and events of the NE KCK community, and provided valuable direction to the Planning Team in their efforts to organize the Heritage Trail Project.
How can the trail project create jobs and help reduce violence?

I would love to see young people become a part of this process.

Will the UG be helping to garner funding for sites along the trail?

Think about importance of mobility to this project, especially elders.

Consider a Steering Committee tour of the potential route.

Has there been any conversations regarding cultural displacement and opportunity zone development?

Should the committee be broken down to the four aspects that will be addressed?

Figure out how to help cross-promote GREAT Events in the area.

Great news that you are paying the Community Ambassadors for their expertise!

Hopefully the History of the EXODUSTERS presence in Wyandotte County is included.

We would love to have students as Ambassadors!

We have to intentionally engage senior citizens (they are not online).

Any thoughts on how we might be able to connect the Made Men program to this project?

It is my hope we are conscious that funding sounds limited for a large and potentially solid plan; thus, phases to this is important.

It sounds like this conversation is garnering ideas about the history. That’s great.

What is criteria for Community Ambassador selection?

Can reach out for participation through USD500.

Learn from KC, MO Trail and make it even better.

Thanks, to staff, students & KCKCC Board for such awesome presentation about the Heritage into the FUTURE appreciation realms of possibilities.
In July 2021, the Planning Team, along with Groundwork NRG staff, put out a call for interested Steering Committee members. The first Steering Committee Meetings were held virtually online on August 6, 2021, and included an introduction to the Planning Team, an overview of the project background, goals, and process, a review of the Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPAR) principles, and an overview of the role of the Steering Committee.

The Steering Committee consists of residents, property owners, local business representatives, service providers, and public officials who are all stakeholders in the improvement of the NE KCK community. The role of a Steering Committee member is to:

- Identify resources or provide information regarding conditions within the neighborhood
- Assist in promoting larger Community Meetings to a broad range of residents and partners
- Provide information about agencies, businesses or other entities that could assist in Trail development
- Help to establish criteria for Trail route selection
- Review deliverables and provide comments and feedback before they go to the larger community
- Help to establish nomination criteria for significant people, places and events to memorialize through the Trail
- Help identify potential partners and guide post Plan implementation

Between the morning and afternoon meetings, a total of 77 individuals participated in the call. Comments and questions introduced by Steering Committee members are summarized on the previous page.

The meetings also included polling questions to help the Planning Team understand initial priorities and goals for the project, as well as scheduling preferences for future meetings.

How would you rank these four goals in order of importance (Morning Meeting - 30 votes cast)

1. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
2. HISTORY
3. ENVIRONMENT
4. MOBILITY
STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 2

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
- Promoting development without displacement that helps to provide shopping areas and essential services, while supporting both residential preservation and growth.
- Stimulating locally-based equitable reinvestment while providing additional training and educational resources to connect residents to opportunities.

ENVIRONMENT
- Creating and enhancing usable green spaces for people to enjoy while sustaining a healthy, livable community.
- Restoring and establishing beautiful, clean and safe landscapes to help address stormwater and flood issues.

HISTORY
- Accurately capturing the rich stories of the past, recognizing where we’ve been and where we are going, and understanding the consequences of those actions to inspire the future.
- Memorialization and preservation, including the uncovering of untold stories, will be utilized to capture a legacy of both former and current residents of NE KCK.

MOBILITY
- Ensuring accessibility for all ages through multiple modes of transportation, encouraging both residents and visitors to connect to community assets and points of interest.
- Universal design will ensure that no one is excluded from experiencing and enjoying the NE KCK Heritage Trail.

PLANNING PILLARS – COMMITTEE FORMED DEFINITIONS
On August 18, 2021, the Planning Team held an interactive Steering Committee workshop at Parkwood Park. The Workshop included two primary elements.

The first was a definition-setting activity designed to capture feedback relating to the four Plan Pillars of the NE KCK Heritage Trail: Economic Development, History, Environment, and Mobility. The activity encouraged Committee members to share their thoughts about each Pillar, and its direct relationship to the Trail project. Feedback from the discussion is summarized on the previous page.

The second element of the workshop included an overview of initial findings of the Green Network evaluation, specifically relating to Mobility and Environment, including green infrastructure. Following this presentation, Committee members worked in small groups to share additional information and ideas in order to help to create an inventory of potential opportunities and challenges for Heritage Trail development. Feedback from these discussions is shown to the right.
On the morning of August 17, 2021, Sumner Academy teacher Jeremy Todd hosted the Planning Team as part of his senior engineering class. Approximately 20 students participated in the conversation through four smaller group discussions. The Community Conversation highlighted important elements related to all four Pillars of the NE KCK Heritage Trail Project, with an emphasis on History and Mobility.

Sumner Academy of Arts and Science is a nationally ranked magnet school in Kansas City, Kansas which prepares students for high-level academic and creative pursuits. Named for abolitionist Charles Sumner, it started in 1905 during a period of racial tension as a segregated school for black (“Negro”) students, which offered vocational training, but emphasized college-preparatory training. Located at 1610 N. 8th Street, the current architecturally significant complex began with its Art Deco core in 1937, but has been repeatedly expanded. The segregated Sumner High School closed in 1978, converting at that time to its present high-challenge magnet program.

Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sumner_Academy_of_Arts_%26_Science

The Community Conversation was recorded by a videographer in order to capture the stories that were being shared. Feedback from the Community Conversation is summarized on the preceding page.
On August 17, 2021, a Strugglers Hill-Roots neighborhood resident hosted the Planning Team in his backyard, along with a small group of neighbors. The Community Conversation highlighted important elements related to all four Pillars of the NE KCK Heritage Trail Project, with an emphasis on History and Economic Development.

The neighborhood resident also shared a collage of important historical documents and memories associated with the community, including newspaper articles, photographs, and stories.

The Community Conversation was recorded by a videographer in order to capture the stories that were being shared. Feedback from the Community Conversation is summarized on the preceding page.
COMMUNITY CONVERSATION 3 - JOHN’S JAVA AND JAZZ

COMMUNITY CONVERSATION FEEDBACK

CREATE AN ART HUB ON 5TH
HISTORY OF REDLINES
IT WAS A COMPLETE NEIGHBORHOOD
UNITY AROUND A COMMON GOAL
MR. CHESTER OWENS
WANT TO HELP BRING COMMUNITY BACK TO 5TH STREET
THE COMMUNITY WAS WELCOMING

MOVIE THEATER AT 5TH AND QUINARDO
A HOME THAT IS HEALTHY, VIBRANT, AND PRODUCTIVE
LOCAL OWNERSHIP
BUSINESS HORIZONTALS WOULD HAVE A PARADE
SENATOR GEORGE HALEY
NE JR. HIGH WAS FIRST IN KANSAS
CLOSENESS OF COMMUNITY

NEED A FULL-ON GROCERY
SMALL BUSINESS DRIVES HOMES
SOME BUSINESSES LEFT DUE TO THE LACK OF PARKING
BLACK LIVES MATTER PROTESTS
LAMONTE MCINTYRE
IT WAS DIVERSE AND INTERESTING

TRAIL BUILT BY THE COMMUNITY - FOR THE COMMUNITY
FRUIT ORCHARD ON 5TH AND WASHINGTON
NEED EVENTS AT PARKWOOD PARK
NEED MORE RECREATION FOR KIDS
ACCESS FOR THE DISABLED IS CRITICAL
YELLOW BRICK ROAD MARKER?

MEMORIES OF KESTER PARK PLAYS COURTS
LOVE WALKING JERSEY CREEK
HOUSE OF SPLENDOUR (OLD MUSEUM)
6PM STREET LIGHTS
ME DIDN'T DIG PAST 7TH STREET
TROLLEY TRACKS ARE STILL BURIED UNDER SOME OF THE STREETS

WOULD LIKE A JULIETTE PARADE
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
HOUSING THAT ATTRACTS MIXED INCOMES
NEED SENIOR ACTIVITIES
RIDING BIKES AND WALKING
9PM TRAIN WHISTLE
On the afternoon of August 17, 2021, local resident and business owner Jeffery Hollinshed hosted a Community Conversation at John’s Java and Jazz, located at 2003 1/2 N. 5th Street. Jeffrey’s grandfather, John E. Dickens Sr., purchased the building in 1949 to support his family through John E. Dickens & Sons Barber Shop. His grandmother, Dorothy, also had a cafe on the corner. Jeffrey’s parents, Morris Sr. and Mary Hollinshed operated a neighborhood pub in the building. Over the years, several family members have operated businesses, as well. Jeffrey opened a community coffee shop and jazz parlor in December 2018.

Following a lunch catered by the restaurant, several neighbors participated in the conversation through smaller group discussions. The Community Conversation highlighted important elements related to all four Pillars of the NE KCK Heritage Trail Project, with an emphasis on History and Economic Development.

The Community Conversation was recorded by a videographer in order to capture the stories that were being shared. Feedback from the Community Conversation is summarized on the preceding page.
A SAMPLE OF COMMITTEE FEEDBACK AND QUESTIONS

How do we stop running people out of the corridor with any activity that is an upgrade? Gentrification on Steroids.

There has to be a timeline for consistency.

National Endowment for the Humanities.

Want to hire people who live here who are involved in the plan.

Karen just recently wrote book on Quindaro.

Rosemary and Boston Daniels - Karen is their niece and wants to elevate their legacy.

Marker - make it clear how to move around. If you can't walk, you can move from place to place.

Aware of speed limits - must be pedestrian friendly, not too fast, easy to cross.

Traffic infrastructure - enforcement and stoplights/stop signs/crossings.

Look at sidewalk data, plan around that.

Identify tactical urban implementation projects - use emergency ordinances to create shared streets, potentially around parks. Look at complete streets plan.

Accessibility for blind: ped signs, crossings with audio (GPS signals, signage, tactile maps, route planning, where does this go, how far is it?).

Who sets speed limits? Street Engineer.

Leverage park system as point entries for trail.

Incorporate shade trees!

Skateboards, scooters, how to interact with folks in walkers and wheelchair.

Width of the trail must accommodate all modes.

Mobility hubs - where two fixed route services connect (between 7th & Quindaro) locate bike hubs.

Bike share, bike racks, and scooters.

Trail can't be straight line - must be spokes. Information stations so if you're at one point of interest, shows you other points of interest.

Might consider overpasses/ped bridges in places like over Parallels needed for school children.

Emergency boxes, if someone is in distress can push a button. Makes it more accessible.

Vernon School: Cleared. The school was rebuilt in '93. Now serving elderly people and veteran replacement. But that school has great interest to get that school back open. It has a McMansion. When the payment gets off the McMansion. That is where they want to go to school.

Concentrate on Dunbar - make these things where they tore down our schools - remember that was there and do something that keeps our history alive. New people are not the history.
Steering Committee Meeting 4 was held online on September 24, 2021. The meeting included an overview and summary of community input to date, followed by a series of break-out rooms oriented around each of the four Plan Pilars. Participants had the opportunity to join whichever room they were most interested in for a dialog and discussion centered on helping to build an inventory of plans, policies and projects related to each topic, as well as general comments and feedback.

Notes were taken through the online Mural platform, which included the ability to mark specific locations on the map of the NE KCK area. Snapshots of the meeting results are shown on these pages.
PRECEDENT STUDIES

ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

While there is an emphasis on existing properties, some important places that were demolished are also identified. The 9th Avenue Corridor encompasses a dozen city blocks and is located on the 900 block of 4th Avenue North, also known as the African American Heritage Trail. It is home to a number of black businesses, and the evolution of the neighborhood is a result of the influence and history in St. Pete.

Daytona Beach, Florida

The last five years were spent researching the role of downtown Black neighborhoods in shaping the city. The Black Heritage Trail features 18 locations, including the Jackie Robinson Ballpark and Bethune-Cookman University, but also well-known areas like the Jackie Robinson Oval and the Jackie Robinson Ballpark. The Trail is designed to be an entertainment district that was demolished in 1988.

Another site is the Columbia Cemetery.

The City had to acquire easements from a property owner so it could build a bridge and walkway. The City acquired these easements to build a bridge and walkway.

The two biggest collaborators were the Parks and Recreation Department and Regional Economic Development Inc.

The trail opened in 2020 and consists of 23 markers highlighting more than 30 locations in the Columbia Cemetery. It goes through the Columbia Cemetery and the MKT Nature and Fitness Trail. It goes through some of St. Petersburg's south side neighborhoods.

Other local businesses and organizations also participated. The last five years were spent researching the role of downtown Black neighborhoods in shaping the city.

The original plan included 10 sites, but the plan was expanded to include 19 markers.

Site visits occurred during the development, heritage, archaeological or cultural significance, and identification with a person or persons as raising funds for the markers themselves.

The last five years were spent researching the role of downtown Black neighborhoods in shaping the city. The Black Heritage Trail features 18 locations, including the Jackie Robinson Ballpark and Bethune-Cookman University, but also well-known areas like the Jackie Robinson Oval and the Jackie Robinson Ballpark. The Trail is designed to be an entertainment district that was demolished in 1988.
On October 15, 2021, an online Steering Committee meeting was held to discuss precedent studies and what could be learned from other successful cultural trail planning efforts. The precedent studies were presented through a series of slides, videos and news articles, and focused on the following trail projects:

- St. Petersburg, FL: African American Heritage Trail
- Columbia, MO: African American Heritage Trail
- Daytona, FL: Black Heritage Trail / Share the Heritage Trail
- Indianapolis, IN: Cultural Trail
- Lexington, KY: I Was Here Project

Guest Speakers included Marshall Fields and Marjorie Guyon, from the I Was Here project, based in Lexington, KY. I Was Here began in 2016 with a set of emblematic Ancestor Spirit Portraits created by photographing contemporary African Americans as archetypal Ancestor Spirits. The portraits embody Family: mother, father, brother, sister. They form cohesive, ethereal images that convey the dignity of the African American individual and family – imagery mostly missing in America’s visual history.

Steering Committee discussions related to identifying the focus and defining traits of the trail, while incorporating all groups and how they connect. The ultimate goal should be to acknowledge the greater history and multitude of cultures that settled from the Quindaro Townsite to Kaw Point.

Attendees were impressed by the Indianapolis Cultural Trail in particular as a model for NE KCK. The Cultural Trail is seen as a successful precedent in that it incorporated the arts, the sharing and acknowledgment of different cultures, and a measurable economic impact, with sound infrastructure planning through different departments. In particular, the Steering Committee expressed the desire to incorporate a loop in order to make the NE KCK Heritage Trail more dynamic in nature while connecting the urban landscape with nature.
COMMUNITY EVENT 1 - FALL FEST

ENGAGEMENT MODEL

GREEN HOUSES - SINGLE FAMILY
BLUE BUILDINGS - RETAIL OR SERVICES
RED BUILDINGS - APARTMENTS
GREEN TREES OR STICKERS - PARK / ENVIRONMENT IMPROVEMENTS
On Saturday, October 23, 2021, the Planning Team organized and held the first larger Community Event for the NE KCK Heritage Trail, entitled Fall Fest. The event included a series of stations designed to provide information and elicit feedback from participants, as well as additional fun activities such as trick-or-treating, pumpkin carving and a bicycle give-away as part of the Quincey Cycling Club. The goDotte team was also in attendance to gather comments on elements related to the Mobility Plan.

Over 75 local residents and stakeholders attended the meeting, and were very active in participating in activities relating to the core pillars of the Plan. Attendees received meeting passports, which were stamped at each station for raffle prizes. Community Ambassadors helped to gather information and facilitate meeting activities. The following pages summarize the feedback and comments received from participants.
COMMUNITY EVENT 1 – FALL FEST

ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITY – PLACES OF MEMORY
**Community EVENT 1 - FALL FEST**

**HISTORY**

**HISTORIA**

1. **REVIEW DEFINITION AND WHAT WE’VE HEARD**
   Review la definición y lo que hemos escuchado

2. **RECORD A 1 MINUTE VIDEO ABOUT A PERSON, PLACE, OR EVENT THAT IS IMPORTANT TO YOU**
   Grabar un video de 1 minuto sobre una persona, lugar o evento que sea importante para usted

3. **PUT A STICKER ON THE MODEL NEAR WHERE IT HAPPENED**
   Pongan una etiqueta en el modelo cerca de donde sucedió

4. **HAVE YOUR PASSPORT STAMPED**
   Haga sellar su pasaporte

---

**5th Street had so many diverse and thriving businesses.**

**Oyama Tate - Music Teacher at Sumner H.S.**

**Revive Quindaro businesses and housing.**

**Parade at Bonito Michuacan - it has not been done since 2009.**

**Sunday on 5th and Quindaro - that became Hub Bookstore.**

**Grant’s BBQ at 12th and Washington Boulevard.**

**Regular visitor at Judge Howard’s home - played with his daughter.**

**Enjoyed the free concerts in the park and remember arts and crafts at the center after school.**

**Love the revitalization of Waterway Park and the positive ripple effects to take care of other parks.**

**Taking private piano lessons at Lillian Burdette’s home on 4th and Greeley.**

**Ms. Bloodworth - English Teacher at Sumner H.S.**

**Candy store on 5th and Troup.**

**Tell our history on trail markers to the youth of KCK.**

**Great memories of Parkwood Apartments.**

**Good to see the businesses that still exist - and that people are still interested in their survival - Tenth Street Jewelry.**

**Going to Fairfax Elementary and walking down 10th Street - Playing in Parkwood Park.**

---

**OCTOBER 2021**
COMMUNITY EVENT 1 – FALL FEST

ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITY – POTENTIAL ROUTES FROM KAW POINT TO THE QUINDARO TOWNSITE
MOBILITY
MOVILIDAD

1. Review definition and what we’ve heard
Revise la definición y lo que hemos escuchado

2. Using string, connect the Quindaro Towsite to Kaw Point, along your preferred (or desired) route through the community
Utilizando la cuerda, conecte el lugar de Quindaro Towsite con Kaw Point, en base a su ruta preferida (o deseada) a través de la comunidad

3. Have your passport stamped
Haga sellar su pasaporte

1. Separation from cars.
Separación de autos.

2. More sidewalks are needed in the NE Area.
Más aceras necesitan ser implementadas en el NE Area.

3. Benches and water fountains are needed.
Se necesitan bancos y fontaneras.

1. “So close, but so far” - I’ve lost access to physical activity since becoming disabled.
“Tan cerca, pero tan lejos” - he perdido el acceso a la actividad física desde que me volví discapacitado.

2. Bicycling and other sports with adaptive equipment such as hand pedal bikes.
Bici por ciclismo y otros deportes con equipamiento adaptativo como bicicletas con pedales manuales.

3. Path needs to be smooth, with good directions!
El camino debe ser suave, con buenas indicaciones!

1. Public transportation to the trail to get out of the house.
Transporte público al trayecto para salir de la casa.

2. Keeping trail weed-free and repairing cracks.
Mantenga el trayecto libre de malezas y reparando grietas.

3. Exercise, biking - get kids off of electronics.
Ejercicio, ciclismo - haga que los niños se alejen de los electrodomésticos.

1. New curbs and sidewalks!
curbs y aceras nuevas!

2. Good lighting to increase safety for all!
Iluminación buena para aumentar la seguridad para todos!

3. Bike lanes from Kaw Point to Quindaro.
Bicicletas de Kaw Point a Quindaro.

1. Alumrado Publico - Micro Transporte
Alumrado Público - Micro Transporte

2. Having a beautiful trail with artwork.
Teniendo un trayecto hermoso con arte.

3. Having access to various systems for handicapped accessibility.
Acceso a varios sistemas para la accesibilidad de discapacitados.
COMMUNITY EVENT 1 - FALL FEST

ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITY - SUGGESTED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT LOCATIONS
ENVIRONMENT
MEDIO AMBIENTE

1. Review definition and what we've heard
   Revisar la definición y lo que hemos escuchado

2. Using stickers, indicate where environmental and open space improvements should occur
   Utilizando pegatinas, indíque dónde deberían ocurrir mejoras ambientales y de espacios abiertos

3. Have your passport stamped
   Haga sellar su pasaporte

- Tall grasses and sunflowers!
- More perennial gardens!
- More resources for Parkwood Pool, including swim lessons, exercise classes, and pool parties.
- Big 11 Lake in cleaning and more parking, especially for the handicapped.
- Parkwood Park could use a bandstand for outdoor entertainment.
- Spiritual relationship with the land.
- Heathwood Park - shelter and increase the size of the playground.
- Garland Park needs improvements.
- Better access for youth activities, specifically football.
- Better maintenance of existing parks.
- More fruit orchards.
- More fruit.
- Me gustarian arias para fud bool.
- We need more trash cans.
- Better safety and security at Klamm Park.
- Alumbrado público actividades.
COMMUNITY EVENT 1 – FALL FEST

ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITY – SUGGESTED LOCATIONS FOR REINVESTMENT
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DESARROLLO ECONÓMICO

1 REVIEW DEFINITION AND WHAT WE’VE HEARD
REVISE LA DEFINICIÓN Y LO QUE HEMOS ESCUCHADO

2 USING BUILDINGS ON OUR INTERACTIVE MODEL, INDICATE WHERE YOU THINK LOCAL REINVESTMENT NEEDS TO HAPPEN
UTILIZANDO EDIFICIOS DE NUESTRO MODELO INTERACTIVO, INDIQUE DÓNDE PIENSA QUE LA REINVERSIÓN LOCAL DEBERÍA OCURRIR

3 HAVE YOUR PASSPORT STAMPED
HAGA SELLAR SU PASAPORTE

Houses need to be rehabbed to get people to move here.

Community showing up to support local businesses!

Weatherization training to make homes and businesses more energy efficient.

27th and Quindaro - Hispanic shops / parades - international food festival?

Provide more support to W/MBE businesses. A lot of people don’t know where or how to find them.

Need more local food options.

First-time home buyer support.

Neighborhood was most vibrant from 1959 - 1970.

Food trucks.

Enough apartments, we need self-care places.

Dentists and Doctors.

Lower utility bills and tax incentives for small businesses!

Everyday items that people actually need.

Me gustaría un lugar para gimnasia para que nuestros pequeños estén activos.

Vegan restaurants and a smoothie shop.

A Quick Trip.

Shops and services for residents - without displacement.
AMBASSADOR-LED COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS

**Community Conversation Feedback**

**The Importance of 5th Street to Business, Congial and Medical Connections**

**Birthplace of Cool Brand is Preferred**

**Water Fountains and Emergency Call Stations**

**Benches, Landscaping and Water Features**

**Ambassador-Led Conversations**

**Churches, the Quindaro Ruins, noted leaders from the community should all be memorialize on the trail.**

**Juniper was also a small area along 3rd street and Quindaro - Juniper garden projects were named after this area.**

**Dunbar North & South were elementary schools for African American students - named after Paul Lawrence Dunbar.**

**Rattlebone Hollow was an area inhabited by the exodus who escaped on foot from Kentucky and Tennessee.**

**Connect with bike advocacy groups to get involved in this project.**

**A Quindaro stagecoach traveled Quindaro Blvd from 3rd street to the Quindaro Township.**

**Big Eleven Lake was a formal park with gazebos, park benches, attendants, swans on the lake and people dressed in their Sunday best in the 1935 - 1945 era.**

**Women tend to be more concerned about public safety on the trail.**

**Garland park has been in active use over the past 20 years.**

**Handicapped accessibility is key.**

**Good Lighting Along the Trail.**

**The Quindaro Streetcar replaced the stagecoach.**

**Mile Markers Along the Trail.**
Between November 2021 and January 2022, the NE KCK Heritage Trail Community Ambassadors led a series of five Community Conversations aimed at gathering wider input regarding the trail route, locations for materialization, and branding / storytelling. Feedback from these Conversations is summarized on the preceding page.
The trail has to be sure to use the right boundaries and names of local sites.

Quindaro used to be more expansive than what we currently recognize.

The trail has to acknowledge black legacy churches.

We need to be sure to fact check information before it becomes part of the trail.

The trail can expand the historic connection to Fairfax district.

The trail has to tie into the history of all areas, including the industrial district.

Fairfax Industrial District is having its 100th anniversary on 2022.

The trail must ensure that it doesn’t meander into the industrial area creating undue hazards.

Fairfax is going to commission historic projects, including a garden and even a museum.

Fairfax will be happy to partner and share in relation to route planning.

We should invite local newspapers to the steering committee, as it would increase the visibility of the project among people with digital barriers.

Could the trail lead to vandalism to private properties along the route?

History bike rides could create more ownership of the project and increase our outreach.

The outreach for the project has to ensure that the outreach includes people with barriers to technology.

The trail design has to be mindful of brownfields all over NE KCK.
Steering Committee Meeting 5 was held through an online format on December 10, 2021, and focused on a review of feedback from Fall Fest, an update from the Community Ambassadors, and a discussion of the Initial Trail Concept and associated criteria.

After reviewing the Initial Trail Concept, participants provided feedback summarized on the preceding page.

Approval of the idea of breaking the trail into segments as it may be more feasible.

The route on 6th street could go north on Dunbar St. and connect with Fairfax going across the bridge.

The land bank is liquidating their land assets, and the parcels located off of 5th street might be of value to the project.
STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 6-7

ANIMATED TRAIL VIDEO SHOWING PREFERRED ROUTE
Steering Committee Meeting 6 and 7 were held through an online format on February 18, 2022, and May 20, 200. Each meeting included an update on the development of the Trail routes, along with branding concepts and other associated planning elements. Steering Committee members were invited to share their thoughts and comments in order to help define materials for the Draft Plan.

Connect with the Planning of the Fairfax District’s 100 Year Anniversary.

There could be a memorialization related to the Fairfax District at Kaw Point Park.

Will memorialization designs and installations include opportunities for the community to contribute?

Ensure that the potential walkway across US-635 is safe and secure.

Trail memorializations should include community involvement.

We are advertising trail in a video through the Sunflower Foundation.

Foster community ownership for Plan projects and memorializations.

There are a lot of memorializations which would be a natural fit for fundraising.
COMMUNITY EVENT 2 - WINTER FEST

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK ON MEMORIALIZATIONS AND BRANDING

Trail Branding

Concept A: Strength in Numbers

Concept B: Stages of Progress

Concept C: The Birthplace of Cool

Trail Interpretative Panels for African American Cultural Heritage Trail: The Ultimate Wellness Experience. Visitors can learn about the rich cultural heritage and history of the African American community through interactive and engaging panels. The trail offers a unique opportunity to explore and celebrate the contributions of African Americans to American history.
On Thursday, March 10, 2022, the Planning Team organized and held the second larger Community Event for the NE KCK Heritage Trail, entitled Winter Fest. The event included a series of stations designed to provide information and elicit feedback from participants related to the four Plan Pillars. The UG’s infrastructure team was also in attendance to gather comments on potential improvements to the Big Eleven Lake area.

Approximately 50 local residents and stakeholders attended the meeting, despite a snowstorm. Community Ambassadors helped to gather information and facilitate meeting activities. These pages summarize some of the feedback and comments received from participants.

Attendees voted on potential early action projects along the Jersey Creek segment of the Trail. Each participant was given $60,000 of planning money to spend on a variety of features. People who were not able to attend could do the activity online. The results are shown below.

- Signage and Art - $510,000
- Amenities and Accessibility - $490,000
- Safety Features - $485,000
- Landscaping - $475,000
- Sustainability Features - $435,000
- Tree Plantings - $390,000
- Expansion of the Jersey Creek Trail to the West - $315,000
- Expansion of Jersey Creek Trail to the East - $200,000
Important People selected to be memorialized by the community include:

Marvin Robinson

Mr. Chester Owens

Charlie Parker

Mr. Rucher

Gary Wilson

Beatrice Lee

Elnora Jefferson

Willie “Sarge” Townsend

David Haley

Sylvester Townsend

Victor Harris

Mary Ann Flunder

Eldred Charles Bailey

Dr. Alexander

Sylvestor Townsend

Mayor Carol Marinovich

Samuel Roster

Mrs. Swisher

Mr. Orange

Martha Massey

Hayward Spears

Mary Ross

Mayor Tyron E. Garner

Harriett McFadden

Maurice Green

Nancy Quindaro Guthrie

Mary V. Monday

Eliza, Helena & Ida Conley

Dr. Corvino Patterson

Mrs. Leah

Maurice Green

Michael McKindra

Mayor Tyron E. Garner

Sylvester Townsend

Mayor Carol Marinovich

Mr. Chester Owens

Lady Liberty

Mr. Orange

Mayor Carol Marinovich

Mr. Chester Owens

Lady Liberty

Mr. Orange

Mayor Carol Marinovich

Mr. Chester Owens

Lady Liberty

Mr. Orange

Mayor Carol Marinovich
The NE KCK Heritage Trail Survey was administered in the fall of 2021 as part of the NE KCK Heritage Trail Project. A group of 50 residents and business owners of the NE KCK community completed some or all of the Survey. Data collected through this survey will be utilized to inform the NE KCK Heritage Trail Project, and shared with other partners to implement programs that will support the needs of the community. We want to recognize Groundwork NRG and the NE KCK Heritage Trail Community Ambassadors for their assistance with this effort, as well as all of the residents who took the time to complete the Survey.
Significant events selected to be memorialized by the community include:

**Quindaro Site Dedications**
- Establishment of Sumner High School
- The year the first Black Mayor was elected
- The founding of the Quindaro Freedman School
- The fire of Bryant Elementary
- Big Celebration for Kansas Centennial

**The Underground Railroad**
- The Conley Sisters Defense of Huron Cemetery
- Boston Daniels park memorial
- Native Americans originally lived here
- The year the Wyandot Indians arrived
- Science Fair winners from Sumner High School
- 20 Men’s club celebration
- The fire of Bryant Elementary
- Dia de los muertos parade

**Parades**
- Dia de los muertos parade
- Neighborhood cleanup

**Juneteenth**
- Lewis and Clark Expedition
- Neighborhood cleanup

**Sumner High School Band trip to Paris**
Significant places that hold historical value for the community include:

- Regal Theater
- Woolworth Lunch Counter
- Parkwood Park & Pool
- Franklin Elementary
- Bryant, Butler, Kitchen Nursing Home
- Quindaro Bank
- NE Jr. High School
- Bryant Elementary
- Big Hill Lake
- Quindaro Downtown District
- Boston Daniels Park
- St. Margaret’s Hospital
- Quindaro Church of God in Christ
- Our Lady & St. Rose Catholic Church
- Minnesota Ave business district
- Kaw Point
- Quindaro Business Corridor
- 1st Baptist church of Quindaro
- Wilson’s Pizza
- 1st Baptist church of Quindaro
- Quindaro Church of God in Christ
- Princess Theater
- The laundry mat on 7th street
- Business that made vaults for caskets on 12th St.
What existing businesses are special to you, your family and your community?

Wilson’s Pizza
Mad Jack’s Fresh Fish
Leah’s Laundromat
John’s Java & Jazz
The Library
Gallardo’s Restaurant
Strawberry Hill Museum

All businesses owned by African Americans
The building at 1100 Quindaro Blvd
Churches & Activity centers for all ages
Vernon Center
Family Dollar
Thatcher’s Funeral Home
CVS
Tarahumara’s
The Civic Convention Center
Bonito Michoacan
Dollar Tree
Pete’s Detail Shop
PAL
Roya Touch restaurant
Mockingbird Lounge
Community center at 27th and Vernon
Kim’s Barber shop
Village Initiative
Easy Inn
YMCA
EOF
JLM Construction
Grocery store
MERC
Jayhawk Cleaner’s
10th St jeweler’s
Liberty Bank
Parkwood Swimming Pool

Security Bank
Jay’s Dry Cleaner’s
Easy Inn
Pete’s Barber shop
10th St jeweler’s
Liberty Bank
Parkwood Swimming Pool
Where are there opportunities within your community to create or improve green spaces

**Near Jersey Creek**
- More flowers and greenery
- Install large, uniform trash bins and regular pick up
- Near Jersey Creek Park
- Wood Park
- Bike lanes/bike paths
- Plant more trees on Parallel Parkway
- Plant more trees along 11th St to 18th St.
- The space between 6th st. and 7th st.
- Klamm park
- Boston Daniels Park
- Veron Center and area leading into the Quindaro overlook site
- PAL garden, Turtle Hill Community Garden
- Juniper Gardens
- Landscape restoration
- West side of Willa Hill
- More youth activities

**Parkwood Park**
- More flowers and greenery
- Install large, uniform trash bins and regular pick up
- Provide better walking/biking paths within, around, and connecting existing green spaces to where people live & work & go to school.
- Composting
- St. Margaret’s Park
- Landscape restoration
- West side of Willa Hill
- Vernon Center and area leading into the Quindaro overlook site
- PAL garden, Turtle Hill Community Garden
- Juniper Gardens
- Landscape restoration
- West side of Willa Hill
- More youth activities

**5th and Washington Boulevard**
- More flowers and greenery
- Install large, uniform trash bins and regular pick up
- The space across from US Bank on 7th & Central
- Composting
- Landscape restoration
- West side of Willa Hill
- More youth activities

**Green spaces need support and upkeep by UG and KCKPD**
- The space between 6th st. and 7th st.
- Klamm park
- Boston Daniels Park
- Veron Center and area leading into the Quindaro overlook site
- PAL garden, Turtle Hill Community Garden
- Juniper Gardens
- Landscape restoration
- West side of Willa Hill
- More youth activities

**Along 5th and 7th streets**
- More flowers and greenery
- Install large, uniform trash bins and regular pick up
- The space across from US Bank on 7th & Central
- Composting
- Landscape restoration
- West side of Willa Hill
- More youth activities
What is a story or memorable experience that you would like to share?

“The Old Quindaro Museum”

“We still have several historically black churches in the area”

“I took dancing lessons from Doretha Head in the big pink house on Quindaro”

“I remember when the new Bryant School was built. We carried our books into the new building. I think that I was in the 5th grade. There were lots of windows in the new building, and it was very bright.”

“The Original Carnegie library”

“This area was the only one where I could find dental or medical services and entertainment”

“Juneteenth parade”

“Students won the Science fair every year”

“I brought a friend from South Africa to the Quindaro Townsite, told her about the history and read a poem I wrote about it. We both got very emotional and it was almost a spiritual experience just being there, how beautiful the ideals and promises of freedom and cooperation, seeing the river people would cross to escape a slave state into a free state.”

“I worked at BBK Nursing Facility”

“I had Family in Douglass Hospital”

“In 1976 Mr. Orrin Murray led a tour of the Quindaro Ruins site. I remember the makeshift graves on top of the hill overlooking the river.”

“The BBK Nursing Home was my very first job as a college graduate”

“My first ‘Christmas Night at the Museum’ at Strawberry Hill Museum. Dinner was served with authentic Polish and Croatian foods, drinks, and then the tour. The Museum is lit in lights both inside and out, the nostalgic and homely feeling of the old world, the outrageously beautiful decorations EVERYWHERE...not a room was missed. I wanted to live there”

“Sumner High School had teachers who cared about the students learning”

“The first public swimming pool in the Parkwood area”

“Sumner High School is where our parents, grandparents & great grandparents attended.”

“Northeast Jr. High School. My first all black high school.”

“Visiting the Rucker SHOES repair for candy”

“James Brown Performance at Memorial Hall”

“The first Fire Station in the Northeast area”

“Shopping with my grandparents on Quindaro”

“Buying ice from the ice house”

“Gunther’s bakery on 18th”

“Black entrepreneurship on 5th st”
**What type of historical places should be prioritized?**

- **A PLACE WHERE HISTORY OCCURRED**
- **HISTORIC BUILDINGS THAT ARE STILL INTACT**
- **HISTORIC DISTRICTS**
- **THE SITE OF A FORMER BUILDING THAT HAS BEEN DEMOLISHED**
- **OTHER LANDMARKS**

**How do you most often move around town?**

- **WALKING**: 19%
- **TRANSIT**: 12%
- **DRIVING**: 50%
- **CYCLING**: 9%
- **OTHER**: 8%

**Which of the following transportation corridors should be prioritized for improvements?**

- **QUINDARO BLVD.**
- **18TH. ST.**
- **WASHINGTON BLVD.**
- **7TH. ST.**
- **27TH. ST.**
- **10TH. ST.**
- **3RD. ST.**
- **13TH. ST.**
- **OTHER**

**What types of initiatives would you like to see in NE KCK to help businesses thrive?**

- **STOREFRONT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS**
- **ENTREPRENEURIAL TRAINING**
- **MARKETING SUPPORT**
- **LOCAL BUSINESS WALKS**
- **OTHER**
COMMUNITY SURVEY

What types of environmental amenities would you like to see added or improved at that location?

- Trails and Walking Paths
- Pools/Splash Parks
- Parks
- Playgrounds
- Natural Areas
- Other

Where would you prioritize new environmental amenities?

- Jersey Creek / Parallel Parkway
- Washington Blvd.
- Around Quindaro Townsite
- Quindaro Blvd.
- Jemicy Creek / Parallel Parkway

Do you have any additional thoughts about how to improve outcomes?

- More outreach
- Listen to the community
- Don’t rush the process
- Lightening and signage
- Yearly reviews from the community
- Connect the university to this project
- Collaborate with government
- Listen to black people

Do you have other ideas to build collective wealth in your community?

- Build financial literacy
- Affordable housing
- Education
- Home ownership assistance
- Business support
- Employment resources
- Beauty supply places
- Community land trust
- More co-ops
- Involve students in this project
- Adapt a street program
- Holiday lights programs
- Support programs for home improvements
- Support services for the elderly
- More community outreach and involvement
What would make the NE KCK Heritage Trail a success in your mind?

- The trail is bikeable
- Safety
- Public lighting
- Accessibility
- Continued upkeep!
- The trail connects neighborhood assets
- The trail becomes a destination
- The trail acknowledges the community history
- The trail is walkable
- To see people using it
- Publicity
- Seeing more people interested in living in KCK
- Place for concerts
- Trail is always open
- The trail is safe
- The trail beautifies the community
- Law enforcement presence
- To see the people of KCK working together
NEIGHBORHOOD SNAPSHOT

KEY FACTS

- Population: 20,634
- Households: 7,611

RACE / ETHNICITY

- Black Population: 26%
- White Population: 51%
- Hispanic Population: 16%
- Asian Population: 0%
- American Indian Population: 0%

COMMUNITY PROFILE

- 2021 Median Age (Esri): 33.3
- 2021 Female Population (Esri) (%): 52%
- 2021 Male Population (Esri) (%): 48%
- Population per Square Mile (Esri): 1,879.1
- Pop 18-64 Speak Spanish (2019) (%): 21%
- 2021 Median Household Income (Esri): $29,775

RENTER OCCUPIED HOUSING UNITS

- 2019 Median Year Structure Built (Total Housing Units) (ACS 5-Yr): 1950
- 2019 Total Vacant HUs (ACS 5-Yr): 2,356

OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING UNITS

- 2021 Total Housing Units (Esri): 9,806

BUSINESS

- 2021 Unemployment Rate (Esri): 13.7%
- Total Businesses: 474
- Total Employees: 9,379

- 2021 Total HUs (ACS 5-Yr): 2,356

- 2015-2019 Home Value (ACS): 400-300-200-100-0

- # of Units

- NE KCK Heritage Trail Infographics
  Polygon Prepared by Esri
  Area: 10.98 square miles
INVENTORY OF PLANS AND PROJECTS

The strategies and objectives within these existing planning and policy documents forms a foundation upon which to plan the NE KCK Heritage Trail.

NORTHEAST AREA MASTER PLAN
The Northeast Area Master Plan, completed in 2018, is the genesis for the NE KCK Heritage Trail effort. Residents, community groups, stakeholders, local businesses, planners and those passionate about the neighborhoods that comprise the Northeast Area undertook the comprehensive planning needed to transform the area into a more viable and sustainable mixed-income community that supports positive outcomes for all its residents. A process rooted in listening and learning forged the Master Plan’s strategies, which are aimed at building stronger local relationships, increasing job opportunities, improving local housing and services, and addressing neighborhood safety and infrastructure. These strategies are organized around the themes of A Rich History, A Food Hub, A Healthy Community and An Expanded Economy.

The Plan features a community-defined project, the Northeast Historical Markers and Tour, which is intended to include the installation of a series of historical markers in the Northeast Area that form a self-guided trail through the community. The project is envisioned as a way to connect cultural and historical assets within the neighborhood. The Trail should reclaim and reimagine existing public space, and infuse it with new life using branding and navigation cues, or wayfinding. This permanent and curated cultural content will enrich the community and help communicate the Northeast Area’s rich history to residents and visitors alike.

CITY-WIDE MASTER PLAN
The 2008 Unified Government of Wyandotte County / Kansas City, KS City-Wide Master Plan is designed to achieve the community’s vision of a forward looking, environmentally minded city with development that supports healthy neighborhoods and the City’s rich and diverse cultural history. The Plan is intended to serve as a resource for developers, property owners, business owners and residents. The Plan recommends encouraging green industries and businesses, incorporating sustainable approaches to development, enhancing natural areas, revitalizing neighborhoods and prioritizing public infrastructure investments.

DOWNTOWN MASTER PLAN
The 2007 Downtown Master Plan identifies the downtown as the primary community destination point east of I-635 and envisions it being a regional destination. The Plan emphasizes the principles of place diversity, safety and image, history of place, connections, location, vitality, infrastructure and economic development.

HISTORY

ALL TOGETHER NOW – QUINDARO TOWNSHIP, 1856-1943
Written by longtime Kansas City, Kansas, resident and Community Ambassador Karen French, this book documents the Quindaro townsite and surrounding area in an effort to ensure that history is not lost.

The book chronicles local history from the birth of Quindaro in 1855 - 1876 through the building of Quindaro in 1877 - 1897, the education evolution of 1898-1918, trough to the Great Depression era from 1919 - 1943.

It includes an inclusive portrait of those that helped create the town, focusing on how people from all races and cultures came together to work in collaboration.

TO DOUGLASS/SUMNER QUALITY OF LIFE PLAN
LISC partnered with the Douglass/Sumner Neighborhood Association (DSNA) to develop the 2016 NeighborhoodsNOW Quality of Life Plan for the neighborhood, which seeks to expand physical development and housing, advance resident engagement, enhance communication efforts and increase organizational capacity to create a more livable and vibrant multicultural community.

As part of the Quality of Life Plan, the DASH Trail
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Project was developed and included the creation of a Douglass/Sumner Trail Map. The Map identifies potential marker locations of places with historic significance. Plans are moving forward for the potential construction of a marker commemorating the Charlie Parker birth site (Marker #7), at 852 Freeman.

**QUINDARO FILM**
This documentary short film can be seen at www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZAsJw7utqY, and examines the history of the Northeast Kansas community of Quindaro and the area’s plans for revitalization. Produced by Jefferson Edward Donald and Northeast Cooperative Council, Inc. and supported by a Kansas Humanities Council Humanities grant.

**VISITKCK LEGACY TRAIL**
VisitKCK (www.visitkansascityks.com/plan/neighborhoods/northeast/) includes information on the history and local sites of NE KCK. The organization is currently working on a series of online trails that will look at the history of settlers in the Northeast area.

**KCUR**
The NE KCK Heritage Trail planning process is being covered by KCUR, which is an NPR affiliate in Kansas City. Laura Ziegler from KCUR is dedicated to partnering with communities to uncover the ignored or misrepresented stories by listening and letting communities help identify and shape a narrative.

**FREEDOM’S FRONTIER**
Authorized by Congress on October 12, 2006, Freedom’s Frontier National Heritage Area (FFNHA) tells the stories and builds awareness of the region’s past, present, and future: the Kansas-Missouri border war, the Civil War, the settlement of the western frontier and rural America, and the enduring struggle of freedom. FFNHA supports and promotes approximately 323 partners, including historic sites, museums, historical societies, libraries, and other cultural-heritage tourism destinations in 41 counties across the Kansas-Missouri border.

**KCKCC AND WYCO HISTORICAL MURAL**
Together with the community, KCK Community College (KCKCC) and WYCO have designed a dynamic digital mural featuring a visual timeline of KCK Community College’s centennial history, alongside the regional & cultural histories of Wyandotte County. The KCKCC and WYCO Mural is located in the Administrative Hall of the Social and Behavioral Science Building. The 100’ x 8’ mural features over 1000 images, along with two touch screen kiosks, and captures the past, present, and future. The online platform at www.kckcc.edu/community/arts-entertainment/arts/kckcc-and-wyco-historical-mural.html contains a Historical Timeline of significant people, places and events, along with descriptions and photos. This research is being utilized to help identify initial memorialization features and locations for the NE KCK Heritage Trail.

**STRUGGLERS HILL: A PEOPLE, A COMMUNITY FILM**
This documentary short film can be seen at www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLiuLrxh47k, and explores the vibrant history of the Strugglers Hill neighborhood in Kansas City, Kansas, from its inception, through the era of segregation, and into its present future. Produced by the Northeast Cooperative Council and Light Bearers Entertainment with the support of a Kansas Humanities Council grant.

**DIGNIFIED DIGITAL’S SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL: THE BEST KEPT SECRET, THE DOCUMENTARY**
The documentary, which can be seen at www.amazon.com/gp/product/B075XFKFY7/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B075XFKFY7&linkCode=as2&tag=dignified_di08-20&linkId=9eea2ca802724f9dd16edda4c41b3f80, captures the story of the famous all Black high school, which was located in Kansas City, Kansas from 1905 - 1978. It highlights the rich history which includes the academic successes of its students; stories of beloved teachers, successful students, the superior athletics, outstanding musicians and more. It is the first documentary which chronicles the opening of Sumner High.

**CHESTER C. OWENS SUMNER ALUMNI ROOM**
Chester C. Owens Sumner Alumni Room houses the history, artifacts, and memorabilia of Sumner High School, the only high school in the state of Kansas that was established for African Americans from 1905 to 1978. The exhibit includes photographs, trophies, documents, school newspapers, books written by Sumner Alumni associates and similar materials that highlight academic, athletic and historic achievements. The exhibit remains on display every second Tuesday and every fourth Thursday of the month, from 10am-2pm or by appointment.
QUINDARO UNDERGROUND RAILROAD MUSEUM – VERNON MULTIPURPOSE CENTER
The Quindaro Underground Railroad Museum is housed in the Vernon Multipurpose Center. The Center was built in 1936 and formerly served as an elementary school. It was designated as a historical site by the State of Kansas in 2004. Bishop and Mrs. Harrison J. Bryant of the African Methodist Episcopal Church established the Vernon Center in 1975 as an outreach program to meet the needs of senior citizens in the Northeast and Quindaro areas of Kansas City, Kansas. The Quindaro Underground Railroad Museum began collecting artifacts in 2000 and now houses archeological finds related to the underground railroad that serve as a monument to both racial harmony and the pursuit of freedom. The displays have cultural and historical value for the descendants of Native Americans who once owned and occupied the site, for African Americans whose ancestors once looked to Quindaro as a gateway to freedom, and for the descendants of Euro-Americans who saw the need to found a Free State port and fight slavery. The museum also features plaques and monuments reflecting the history of the Western University. The Quindaro Underground Railroad Museum holds a portion of history significant not only to the state of Kansas, but to the nation as well. The museum is currently closed, tours of the Quindaro Museum and Overlook are available by appointment.

NETWORK TO FREEDOM
The National Park Service Network to Freedom program coordinates preservation and education efforts nationwide and integrates local historical places, museums and interpretive programs associated with the Underground Railroad into a mosaic of community, regional and national stories. Goals include collaboration and networking, awareness and understanding, stewardship and scholarship, organizational effectiveness, and significance and alignment with agency goals.

EPIC ARTIST FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
EPIC is a program sponsored by Community Housing of Wyandotte County (CHWC). CHWC’s mission is to stabilize, revitalize, and reinvest in KCK neighborhoods through improved housing and other quality of life initiatives. Community Housing of Wyandotte County (CHWC, Inc.) in partnership with Groundwork NRG, are supporting an artist-in-fellowship centering around community engagement while exploring narratives that arise within the context of the NE KCK Heritage Trail planning process. The Heritage Trail design process is capturing the history that has shaped the NE KCK neighborhoods and also the economic, environmental, and mobility goals current residents want to develop alongside the Heritage Trail. The CHWC, Inc. Artist Fellowship will combine community engagement, research and art to unfold a retelling of NE KCK neighborhoods’ history that should include indigenous peoples, African Americans, and/or immigrant community.

QUINDARO RUINS PROJECT
The Unified Government (UG) and Western University Association of the A.M.E. Church, Inc. (Western University) entered into a non-binding Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) in 2021 for the purpose of future preservation and development of the Quindaro Ruins located in and around the site of the former Quindaro Township. With the UG and Western University being the major land holders surrounding the Quindaro Ruins site, the MOU allows them to proceed in good faith to work toward identifying the physical boundaries of land to be included within the Quindaro Ruins Project; applying for state and Federal tax-exempt status in order to seek grants, donations and government funding for the preservation and development of the historic site; creating an initial Board of Directors that will be accountable for the use of funds, meeting specific project milestones and approving projects within the identified boundaries that have been agreed upon by the two entities, including the necessary steps to comply with the 2004 Quindaro Ruins Preservation Covenant; and seeking collaborative engagement and input from other stakeholders regarding the potential future preservation and development of the Quindaro Ruins Site.

DOWNTOWN KANSAS CITY, KANSAS (KCK) HISTORIC COMMERCIAL DISTRICT AND HISTORIC CHURCHES MULTIPLE PROPERTY DOCUMENTATION FORM AND FORMATION (RFP)
The UG recently released this RFP relating to historic resources. The UG boasts a diverse past that is demonstrated by its many historically, culturally, architecturally significant buildings and structures both in Downtown KCK and across Wyandotte County. Downtown KCK is currently experiencing a nascent renaissance with recent and proposed investments in housing, education, and the arts. This urban regeneration will only gain momentum through the shared experience of creating a new historic commercial district and a listing of historic churches in partnership with our community and many stakeholders. The RFP represents not only an opportunity to support strategic reinvestment.
in Downtown KCK, but will also foster a more informed vision of the future by creating a stronger connection, understanding and appreciation of our storied past.

NATIONAL AND STATE REGISTERS OF HISTORIC PLACES
The following locations within the NE KCK area are located on the National and State Registers of Historic Places:
- Castle Rock - 852 Washington Blvd
- Fairfax Hills Historic District (Parkwood Estates)
- Meeks, Cordell D., Sr., House - 600 Oakland Avenue
- Northeast Junior High School - 400 Troup Ave
- Quindaro Townsite
- Shafer, Theodore, House - 2518 North 10th Street
- St. Augustine Hall - 3301 Parallel Avenue
- Sumner High School and Athletic Field - 1610 N. 8th St.
- Vernon School - 2700 Sewell Avenue
- Westheight Apartments Historic District - 1601-1637 Washington Boulevard
- Westheight Manor Historic District

HISTORICAL SURVEYS AND RESOURCES
This online database includes the following documents relating to the NE area:
- Historic Inventory – Phase 3 Survey Westheight Manor (April 30, 1989)
- Quindaro – Kansas Territorial Free-State Port on the Missouri River Historical Background
- Kansas City, Kansas Historic Landmarks and Districts (October 2021)

CLIO
Clio is an educational website and mobile application that guides the public to thousands of historical and cultural sites throughout the United States. Built by scholars for public benefit, each entry includes a concise summary and useful information about a historical site, museum, monument, landmark, or other site of cultural or historical significance. In addition, “time capsule” entries allow users to learn about historical events that occurred around them. Each entry offers turn-by-turn directions as well as links to relevant books, articles, videos, primary sources, and credible websites.
SIDEWALK AND TRAIL MASTER PLAN
The 2012 Sidewalk and Trail Master Plan focuses on the few trail and bicycle facilities within Wyandotte County, which are located in existing parks and lack safe and convenient pedestrian connections. The Plan identifies numerous opportunities for connections to established trail and bicycle networks in adjacent counties. The Plan also proposes a future trail and bicycle network building on and refining previous planning efforts, including the Johnson and Wyandotte County Bicycle Plan, the MetroGreen Action Plan, the Southwest Boulevard/Merriam Lane Corridor Master Plan and the City-Wide Master Plan.

COMPLETE STREETS RESOLUTION
The UG’s 2011 Complete Streets resolution is part of ongoing efforts to develop an effective policy that supports the goals of developing an infrastructure that encourages active living in KCK. This program is part of the UG Healthy Community Task Force Initiative and helps to ensure that all users are considered at the outset of every transportation project. The Health Community Task Force later became Healthy Communities Wyandotte.

MOBILITY

WYANDOTTE COUNTY COMMUNITY HEALTH IMPROVEMENT PLAN
The Community Health Improvement Plan, or CHIP, is a long-term strategic effort to address issues that were found in the Community Health Assessment. Both agencies and people in the community coordinate to use the plan to achieve real results. The Plan includes priority issues and has a significant amount of alignment with the Northeast Area Master Plan.

GODOTTE MOBILITY PLAN
The goDotte Strategic Mobility Plan, currently under development, strives to reimagine mobility to focus on moving people and not just vehicles in Wyandotte County. The Plan will ensure that future transportation investments support the community’s goals to improve the quality of life for the people who live, work, and play in Wyandotte County. The goDotte Plan integrates transportation and land use decision-making to develop a more sustainable network, and will modernize transportation policy to respond to 21st Century challenges.

NEIGHBORHOOD WALK AUDIT
Organized by Groundwork NRG, the purpose of a Walk Audit is to empower community members to play an active role in shaping the infrastructure around them. By walking the streets, we’ll be able to identify areas that are in need of repair and flag them for future improvements. This is important, because safe and well-maintained walking infrastructure is part of what makes our community healthy. Walking improves heart health, mental health, and is a vital aspect of transportation infrastructure, especially for those of us who don’t have access to a car. For this reason Walk Audits are an important step towards the goal of well-maintained walking infrastructure.

CONNECT KC GONDOLA
The UG commissioned a preliminary concept for a gondola as part of a mobility strategy study. The concept calls for a two-mile gondola line above the West Bottoms that would link the downtowns of the two Kansas Cities. The gondola could run between Case Park/Quality Hill on the Missouri side to St. John’s Park/Strawberry Hill in KCK. It could include two stops serving the West Bottoms as well.

KANSAS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND (KSSB)
KSSB has been in the same location for 154 years and has a rich tradition with the Wyandot Nation of Kansas tribe. They owned this property originally, before deeding it to the state of KS in 1867. KSSB would like to create a mural to honor them somewhere on their campus. KSSB are the only school for the blind in the States to have a fully-functional “Wayfinding System” for the blind. Built by Click-and-Go maps, it’s a layered system that includes 3 large, artisan tactile maps of our campus + step-by-step routes available on an iPhone app delivered by low-energy bluetooth beacons. The school is working with Google and the UG Parks and Rec (Angel Obert) on a research project called “Google Guideline” https://blog.google/outreach-initiatives/accessibility/project-guideline/. They will be using Waterway Park and a portion of Jersey Creek Trail to test the navigation app. At this stage, they are using purple tape as the marker for the iPhone app to recognize, but eventually they hope
to put down special purple paint. They want to raise awareness about mobility and accessibility for the blind in the area.

**NEIGHBORHOOD MARKER UPDATES**
Groundwork NRG provided matching funds for this neighborhood marker for the Organization for Community Preservation. The Marker is an updated version of OCP’s long-standing sign. The new edition was installed close to the intersection of 18th and Parallel.

**ACTIVE LIVING TRAILS (PARKWOOD AND HEATHWOOD PARKS)**
Together with many community partners, including Parkwood Colony Inc., the NBC Community Development Corporation, and the CCO. The goal of the effort was to improve the health of the community by making small but meaningful improvements to the Parkwood and Heathwood Park walking trails. Groundwork NRG also helped to purchase land in Turtle Hill to preserve their neighborhood marker.

**URBAN HIKES KC**
Urban Hikes KC is an organization that holds 4-6 mile guided urban hikes throughout the region. They explore diverse communities in Kansas City, KS, to learn about the history, see lots of street art, connect with others and get exercise. https://urbanhikeskc.com/hikes/

**ENVIRONMENT**

**METROGREEN ACTION PLAN**
The 2002 MetroGreen vision is a proposed 1,144-mile interconnected system of public and private open spaces, greenways, and trails designed to link seven counties in the Kansas City metropolitan area. The MetroGreen system plan covers Leavenworth, Johnson, and Wyandotte counties in Kansas and Cass, Clay, Jackson, and Platte counties in Missouri. MetroGreen builds on the area’s tradition of valuing green space by extending the “parkways and boulevards” concept of the 1894 Kessler Plan for Kansas City, Missouri. MetroGreen identifies 85 separate corridors that form a regional network of greenways connecting many of the area’s most valuable natural assets.

**GROUNDWORK NRG GREEN TEAM**
As part of the expanded mission as a Groundwork USA trust, Groundwork NRG is engaging young people in the development of green infrastructure in the Historic Northeast. Youth engagement strategies produce economic benefits both to the youth and the communities in which they live. Actively engaging youth in their communities strengthens social ties, fosters a sense of community, weakens the cycle of poverty, and inspires youth to achieve. By employing high school-age youth from or community in environmental education, job training, stewardship, employment, and leadership opportunities, the Green Team initiative teaches youth environmental stewardship and how to transform neglected land into community assets. This work supports the Groundwork Trusts’ larger mission to sustain regeneration, improve, and manage the physical environment by developing community-based partnerships that empower people, businesses, and organizations to promote environmental, economic, and social well-being.

**KAW POINT PARK IMPROVEMENTS**
The UG commissioners approved an agreement with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers earlier this week to add what the Corps calls “betterments” to a half-billion dollar levee improvement project now underway. The UG is committed to spending $5.56 million on additional improvements along the Kaw that include a park on the east bank in the Stockyard District of the Bottoms, and building 17 miles of trails atop the rebuilt Kaw levee system.

**BOSTON DANIELS PARK REVITALIZATION**
Boston Daniels Park overlooks Quindaro Boulevard on a hill between Seventh and Eighth streets. Houses and a church line the park’s south and west sides. To the north is Ms R’s Cafe. It’s been identified by northeast residents and stakeholders as a community asset in the Northeast Area Master Plan, which seeks to revive the area that has seen disinvestment for years. The park is more than its dilapidated facade of a lopsided swing, splintering sidewalk and rusting paint. It represents an important history for Kansas City, Kansas, and for Karen Daniels. Named after Boston Daniels, the first Black
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police chief in the city, the park is in need of some
love and recognition — and has been for years. His
legacy, one of love, unity and community, is one that
Karen Daniels is fighting to help live on.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

DOWNTOWN PARKWAY DISTRICT PLAN
The 2014 Downtown Parkway District Plan seeks
to address the food desert that extends across the
Downtown and Northeast Area. The Plan proposes a
new grocery store with excellent pedestrian access,
a central farmer’s market with a permanent pavilion
space and land for urban agriculture. Through this
Plan, the MERC Co-op was built and is now open to
residents.

TO DOUGLASS/SUMNER QUALITY OF LIFE PLAN
The 2007 to Douglass/Sumner Quality of Life Plan
seeks to coordinate pockets of development within
the neighborhood, improve amenities, promote local
history, collaborate with local institutions, emphasize
quality new construction, improve development
standards and support the neighborhood’s
ownership of implementation. The plan envisions
construction of primarily new housing. Detached
single-family houses form the center core while
attached housing (duplexes and townhouses) and
commercial development are located at the edges of
the neighborhood. Additional improvements include
new open spaces, a new street off Washington
Boulevard and improvements to Sumner Academy.

TREMONT NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Produced by the Tremont Neighborhood Association,
the Tremont Neighborhood Development Plan
provides a vision for future economic and community
development within and around the Northeast Area’s
Tremont neighborhood.

WYANDOTTE COUNTY LAND BANK
The Wyandotte County Land Bank is a unit of
the Economic Development Department. The
Land Bank contains more than 3,500 vacant lots
acquired through the Judicial Foreclosure Process
and donations. The duties of this division are to
put delinquent tax properties back on the tax
roll through various strategies that benefit the
community. This includes marketing, removing
prior year taxes, maintaining an inventory list,
accepting parcels as donations and researching
neighborhoods in Wyandotte County that contain
delinquent taxes.

Groundwork NRG has done significant of advocacy
around making the Land Bank more equitable and
has raised close to $100,000 to save local NE KCK
homes from the tax sale.

SOAR
SOAR is a 5-year plan to confront some of the
most pervasive challenges in the appearance,
communication, and safety of Wyandotte County
neighborhoods. It aims to address issues like vacant
and abandoned homes, property maintenance, loose
dogs, poorly maintained streets, a lack of trails and
sidewalks, mowing frequency, graffiti, and more.
SOAR also aims to improve government services
like communication with the public and resident
The Unified Government of Wyandotte County’s infrastructure investment to make their combined sewer system compliant in the next few decades is the most definitive opportunity to implement substantial changes to the public realm of its urban watersheds through a truly collaborative and focused community planning and design effort.

Watershed-based planning approaches propose initiatives centered around creating safe, walkable, transit accessible, digitally-connected, resource-rich environments with a primary goal of reducing combined sewer overflows within the existing urban watershed communities. In addition, the process encourages leveraging limited infrastructure resources into more holistic public realm outcomes that can be shared by all community members.

This method of integrated planning approach is centered around a comprehensive site inventory and analysis of the existing conditions within the Jersey Creek, Esplanade Creek and the Fairfax Industrial District Watersheds.

This data driven process will help identify highly strategic community infrastructure nodes, corridors and assets located within Northeast Kansas City, KS, and will help inform the long term Green Infrastructure Network for the watersheds.
A broad understanding of Green Infrastructure (GI) systems-based thinking affords large-scale infrastructure opportunities like consent decree projects, transit-oriented development, parks/boulevards & opens space, affordable housing opportunities, and mixed-use developments that can leverage limited resources into very strategic urban revitalization outcomes.

The initial steps taken in the NE KCK Green Infrastructure Network watershed-based planning approach was to compile a digital database of existing conditions within the Jersey Creek, Esplanade Creek and Fairfax Industrial District Watersheds. This process included a three-step process that began with gathering data and developing the initial mapping analysis related to the public realm infrastructure currently being developed within the municipality. In addition, overlaying initial layers of information such as Land Bank controlled properties, proposed consent decree projects in Jersey Creek/Esplanade Creek and the Fairfax Industrial District watersheds, Topography & Drainage, and a comprehensive overlay of the existing Parks & Boulevards system within NE KCK. This approach allowed for a better understanding of the watershed and opportunities and constraints to emerge.
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE NETWORK: LEVERAGE RESOURCES

Our response to The consent decree SHOULD BE more than just mitigating the existing stormwater infrastructure. This isn’t just an investment in our infrastructure; this is an investment in a more equitable community. We have to ask ourselves:

WHERE HAS DISINVESTMENT OCCURRED? HOW DO WE RECONNECT?

CONNECTING NE KCK

LEVERAGE STRATEGIES
- INVESTMENT
- ECONOMICS
- ECOLOGY

OBJECTIVES
- INVEST IN WHAT WE HAVE
- LEVERAGE GI INTO PUBLIC REALM
- INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS
- FOCUS ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF HEALTHY, WALKABLE NODES + CORRIDORS
- CREATE ECONOMIC PROSPERITY THROUGH JOBS AND COMMUNITY
- UNIFY FRAGMENTED URBAN ECOSYSTEMS
- LEVERAGE PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS
- PROMOTE WATER, BIODIVERSITY, HEALTH, AND EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES

CONCEPT STRATEGIES
- UTILIZE WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
- CREATE AN ECOLOGICALLY CONNECTED WEB OF GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
- UTILIZING THE HISTORIC PARKS + BOULEVARDS
- DESIGN COMPLETE STREETS WHENEVER POSSIBLE
- FOCUS ON RESILIENT INFRASTRUCTURE
- ENACT POLICY REFORMS
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE NETWORK: PRIORITIZE AND IMPLEMENTATION

IMPLEMENTATION LEVEL + COMMUNITY PROJECT PRIORITIZATION

- Define a process that allows the proposed projects to have balanced metrics from a community standpoint.
- This will allow for separate “Implementation Levels” of consent decree related projects to be categorized based on community impact, environmental stewardship, economic development and baseline consent decree metrics. It will provide guidance about the general scale of project impacts. In addition, it will assist in long-term system-wide planning of project implementation and prioritization with a community-led process moving forward.
- Identify “Opportunity” projects through the typologies shown below.

IMPLEMENTATION LEVEL

LEVEL I: INCREMENTAL STORMWATER REDUCTION - DISTRIBUTED - UPPER
LEVEL II: IMPROVE INTEGRATED INFRASTRUCTURE - NEIGHBORHOOD - MID
LEVEL III: STIMULATE COMMUNITY INVESTMENT - CENTRALIZED - LOWER
LEVEL IV: STIMULATE ECONOMIC INVESTMENT - TBD - NODAL

G.I. TYPOLOGY

LEVEL I: INCREMENTAL STORMWATER REDUCTION
- Distributed
- Upper

LEVEL II: IMPROVE INTEGRATED INFRASTRUCTURE
- Neighborhood
- Mid

LEVEL III: STIMULATE COMMUNITY INVESTMENT
- Centralized
- Lower

LEVEL IV: STIMULATE ECONOMIC INVESTMENT
- TBD
- Nodal

WATERSHED LOCATION

Level IV – STIMULATE ECONOMIC INVESTMENT in high priority areas that will be a catalyst for real change

Level III – STIMULATE COMMUNITY INVESTMENT in high priority areas that will be a catalyst for real change

Level II - IMPROVE INTEGRATED INFRASTRUCTURE solutions that increase public benefit at a lower overall cost to NE KCK.

Level I – Incremental STORMWATER REDUCTION to the Combined Sewer System
The following sections delineate the initial guiding principles that informed the planning and design team to begin exploring the existing watershed public realm landscape defined with the proposed UG’s consent decree framework, city planning & development’s various area plans, neighborhood plans, corridor studies, and community-based planning efforts. These are flexible principles and should be built upon moving forward.

**GUIDING PRINCIPLES:**

1) **Invest in What We Have with a Focus on:**
   - Improve Existing Parks & Boulevards System
   - Complete Streets Approach: Nodes + Corridors
   - Provide Local Workforce Development Opportunities
   - Improve the Natural Systems Framework within the surrounding watersheds.

2) **Leverage Public Infrastructure Improvements into Focused Public Realm Investments.**

3) **Focus on Creating Healthy, Walkable Community Infrastructure that Supports Community Health, Connectivity and Prosperity.**

**COLLABORATIVE OUTCOMES OF HERITAGE TRAIL PLANNING PROCESS:**

1. **Improve Community Infrastructure Where Investments Are Being Made.**
2. **Leverage Resources of Each City Department into Shared Public Realm Investments Along the NE KCK Heritage Trail.**
3. **Support Quantitative Outcomes to Maximize Overall CSO Reductions.**
4. **Develop a Robust Community Engagement and Outreach Process Moving Forward.**
The graphic below delineates the paradigm shift that is occurring with innovative green infrastructure solutions with a watershed based planning approach. The holistic approach will allow the community to better utilize the existing Parks, Boulevards and Parkways for an interconnected Green Infrastructure system that can be accomplished incrementally as project funding becomes available.

**GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE NETWORK: PUBLIC REALM AND OVERLAND FLOW**

**STEP 1. DE-PAVE + ROAD DIET**
- **REDUCE IMPERVIOUS SURFACES IN THE UPPER WATERSHED = CAPTURE RUNOFF**

**STEP 2. CONVEY RUNOFF**
- **USE OVERLAND FLOW + GREEN STREETS + BOULEVARDS**

**STEP 3. COLLECT RUNOFF**
- **CREATE AMENITY IN PONDS & PARKS**

**DISTRIBUTED**
- **UPPER WATERSHED**

**NEIGHBORHOOD**
- **MID WATERSHED**

**CENTRALIZED**
- **LOWER WATERSHED**
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE NETWORK: PARKS AND BOULEVARDS SYSTEM

The Parks and Boulevards system is directly connected back to Kansas City, Kansas and Missouri. This public realm framework was originally designed as a larger systems that connects the parks through boulevards for people, transit and drainage.

This existing amenity lends itself to focusing on three major corridors within the surrounding watersheds and determining how they best connect to each other within the public realm. This includes but is not limited to:

QUINDARO BOULEVARD

WASHINGTON BOULEVARD

PARALLEL PARKWAY + JERSEY CREEK

The process led the team to overlay the nodes and corridors framework that focused on defining potential public realm opportunities that could leverage other infrastructure funding opportunities.

- Reinforce the Parks & Boulevards system through green infrastructure investment and large-scale treatment along Jersey Creek Corridor
- Connecting communities through healthy, walkable corridors
- Build on existing Parks & Boulevard system to reestablish park spaces as gathering opportunities for celebration
- Rethink the interaction between the public and the conveyance corridors intended to interconnect communities, as well as nature
- Reinvestment in landmark parks can reconnect and engage surrounding communities through improvements in accessibility, security, perception and recreational amenities.
- Provide an innovative health and wellness focused Parks and Boulevards system moving forward.
Integrated planning is a key component to successful implementation of GI at the watershed scale.

Initially, our team began overlaying the Existing Conditions of the watersheds that included a thorough Site Inventory and Analysis phase to gain a better understanding of the surrounding watersheds and the current infrastructure needs. This phase was critical as the overall team began the collaborative community planning process moving forward. This process allowed the team to identify initial community assets, opportunities and constraints related to the natural systems and the overall built environment. This foundation will better allow for dialogue around how to best leverage future infrastructure investment within the historic NE KCK and will likely overlap with cost-effective green infrastructure projects with a large community impact.

The maps to the right are an example of several layers of information used within the Site Inventory and Analysis phase ranging from Topography, Land Use, Natural Systems and Land Bank lots.
The Unified Government of Wyandotte County has active planning pursuits that focus on the Combined Sewer Overflow consent decree and have created a plan framework to better understand what projects are being pursued in accordance with the Federal Consent to reduce Combined Sewer Overflow events into the Missouri River.

The graphic to the right showcases the most recent proposed project framework by the Unified Government of Wyandotte County to use as a baseline understanding of the POTENTIAL consent decree projects located within the Historic NE KCK community.

Our team used this information and began to develop a Green Infrastructure Network concept within NE KCK’s combined sewer system through a watershed planning approach within Jersey Creek, Esplanade Creek and the Fairfax Industrial District Watersheds. This GI Network is intended to complement and leverage the existing work being done within the NE KCK Heritage Trail project in an effort to be proactive, collaborative and transparent.
By understanding the community assets, current planning processes, community goals, and engaging in stakeholder input, the integration of GSI can be “leveraged” into multiple smart infrastructure systems through a highly collaborative planning process.

The previous map began to clearly show the importance of Quindaro Boulevard as a ridge line and a historical pathway from the river to the highest point in the surrounding watersheds. This broader understanding of how Quindaro connects and drains into three different watersheds allowed the team begin thinking about Quindaro Boulevard and Washington Boulevard differently.

The following pages will delineate the initial opportunities that exist for a Green Infrastructure Framework focused entirely on using the connected Parks and Boulevards system as the overall framework.
The graphic diagram to the right showcases Quindaro and Washington Boulevards located within NE KCK.

In addition, major community nodes along those corridors were identified to further explore in the initial Green Infrastructure Network inventory and analysis phase.

The graphic diagram to the right showcases Quindaro and Washington Boulevards overland flow drainage network within NE KCK.

This diagram represents where significant stormwater collection opportunities occur that are directly connected to Quindaro and Washington Boulevards.
The graphic diagram above represents the initial framework when all of the Site Inventory and Analysis has been overlaid. The proposed Green Infrastructure network would allow for a focused public realm investment to occur within the existing Parks and Boulevards framework and begin to encourage public realm improvements at significant community nodes within the various surrounding watersheds.
The following sections explore existing corridors and critical activity nodes defined through the proposed UG’s consent decree framework, city planning & development’s various area plans, neighborhood plans, corridor studies, and community-based planning efforts.

**PROJECT OPPORTUNITIES > PARKS, BOULEVARDS & PARKWAYS**

1. **QUINDARO BOULEVARD: RIDGELINE TO RIVERFRONT**

2. **KAW POINT PARK: RIVERFRONT RESTORATION**

3. **JERSEY CREEK PARK: LINEAR PARK RESTORATION**

4. **RAILROAD TRAIL: LINEAR PARK RESTORATION**
**CONCEPT: QUINDARO BOULEVARD – RIDGELINE TO THE RIVERFRONT**

- Connect Parks + Boulevards
- Complete Streets Approach + Road Diet
- Green Infrastructure Showcase in public realm
- Connect Neighborhoods + Pedestrians + Natural Systems Restoration
- Recreational Park/ Water Amenities

**PROGRAM/BENEFITS:**

- Improved Pedestrian Connectivity and Wayfinding
- Neighborhood Connections Strengthened
- Ecological Restoration Opportunities
- Boulevard Connection to Riverfront + Trails
- Educational Opportunities
- Walkable Nodes within local Communities
- Digital Access @ Transit Nodes
- Workforce Development Opportunities
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE NETWORK: JERSEY CREEK AND PARALLEL PARKWAY

CONCEPT: KAW POINT INNOVATION PARK

• Regional Destination Riverfront Park
• Innovative Infrastructure Showcase - Stormwater, Wastewater & Industrial Adaptive Reuse
• Green Infrastructure Showcase
• Connect Neighborhoods + Pedestrians + Natural Systems Restoration
• Recreational Park/ Water Amenities

PROGRAM/BENEFITS:

• Improved Pedestrian Connectivity and Wayfinding
• Neighborhood Connections Strengthened
• Ecological Restoration Opportunities
• Jersey Creek Access + Nature Trails Potential
• Educational Opportunities
• Walkable Communities
• Digital Access @ Transit Nodes
• Workforce Development Opportunities
CONCEPT: JERSEY CREEK PARK + PARALLEL PARKWAY GREEN STREET

- Regional Watershed Restoration Park along Jersey Creek
- Innovative Green Infrastructure Hub - Innovation + Education
- Green Infrastructure Showcase
- Connect Neighborhoods + Pedestrians + Natural Systems Restoration
- Recreational Park/ Water Amenities

PROGRAM/BENEFITS:

- Improved Pedestrian Connectivity and Wayfinding
- Parallel Parkway Blue Street + Road Diet
- Ecological Restoration Opportunities
- Jersey Creek Access + Nature Trails Potential
- Educational Opportunities
- Create Healthy, Walkable Communities
- Provide Digital Access @ Transit Nodes
- Create Local Workforce Opportunities
- Develop Natural System Restoration Plan for
- Jersey Creek
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE NETWORK: RAILROAD AND WETLANDS TRAIL

CONCEPT: RAILROAD TRAIL

- Regional Destination Riverfront Trail
- Creation of linear trail network from Kaw Point Park to Wyandotte Lake
- Green Infrastructure Showcase
- Connect Neighborhoods + Pedestrians + Natural Systems Restoration
- Recreational Park/ Water Amenities along the Riverfront

PROGRAM/BENEFITS:

- Connect Quindaro Town Site to Kaw Point Park
- Improved Pedestrian Connectivity and Wayfinding
- Neighborhood Connections Strengthened
- Ecological Restoration Opportunities
- Riverfront Access + Nature Trails Potential
- Educational Opportunities for Wetlands
- Healthy, Walkable Communities
- Digital Access @ Trail Nodes
- Workforce Development Opportunities
The following section showcases the diverse opportunities for Green Infrastructure Best Management Practices (BMP's) to be used throughout the watershed. The examples below are just some of the ways to use Green Infrastructure in cost effective strategies while improving the public realm.
**ROUTING CRITERIA**

Criteria for defining potential routes for the NE KCK Heritage Trail was developed based on a review and assessment of Listening and Learning materials including feedback from Steering Committee and Community Meetings, Community Survey Results, the Green Network Assessment, the Inventory of Plans and Projects, and the Inventory of Significant People, Places and Events.

Utilizing this criteria, the Planning Team has been able to develop Initial Route Options.

### HISTORY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HIGHER IMPORTANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trail utilizes 5th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trail connects to Parkwood Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trail helps re-establish connection to the community from Sumner Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trail connects to Rattlebone Hollow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trail helps elevate the Wyandot Nation story at specific points on 27th Street and near Big Eleven Lake</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEDIUM IMPORTANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trail acknowledges and draws from prior planning initiatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trail connects to existing historic districts and landmarks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## ROUTING CRITERIA

### MOBILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HIGHER IMPORTANCE</th>
<th>Trail utilizes existing infrastructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail is within 1 block of 7th Street and Quindaro Boulevard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail utilizes Quindaro Boulevard as a main mobility thoroughfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail improves accessibility for people with disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail is separated from traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail is easily accessible by public transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail connects to the riverfront at Kaw Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail connects to Big Eleven Lake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail is within 1 block of Sumner Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail utilizes vacant rail corridors and right-of-way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail utilizes 27th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail helps address challenges identified by the Community Walk Audit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| MEDIUM IMPORTANCE | Trail connects to the proposed Gondola and Overpass area |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **HIGHER IMPORTANCE** | Trail connects to Jersey Creek and the Kaw River  
Trail leverages planned infrastructure projects  
Trail helps to create environmental restoration areas  
Trail implements environmental remediation efforts  
Trail creates significant improvements between Heathwood Park and Jersey Creek Park  
Trail integrates with the planned Boston Daniels Park improvements |
| **MEDIUM IMPORTANCE** | Trail is within 1 block of Klamm Park |
### ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HIGHER IMPORTANCE</th>
<th>Trail facilitates site interventions through Land Bank owned property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail helps to catalyze homeownership opportunities in the area around Sumner Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail connects to 5th and 3rd Streets (historic African American business corridors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail stimulates reinvestment at Parallel Parkway and 27th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail stimulates reinvestment at 7th Street and Jersey Creek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail provides opportunities to help address food insecurity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| MEDIUM IMPORTANCE | Trail facilitates potential site interventions through Land Bank owned property on Jersey Creek at 18th Street and from 3rd to 7th Streets |
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ACCESSIBILITY - The ease with which public spaces – such as streets, parks, squares and (back) alleys – can be accessed and used.

ADAPTIVE REUSE - The process of taking an existing structure and updating or adapting it for a new use or purpose.

AMENITIES - The desirable features in a home, residential community, or commercial property that enhance its appeal to potential inhabitants or tenants.

ANTI-DISPLACEMENT - Intentional development that includes equitable, affordable and inclusive opportunities for low-income residents.

ASSETS - Physical elements (often natural or historic) in the city and are linked to quality of life.

BIORETENTION GARDEN - Small vegetated landscape practices designed to filter or infiltrate stormwater runoff.

BIORETENTION SWALE - Shallow, vegetated, landscaped depressions with sloped sides.

BLUE ROOF - A roof of a building that is designed explicitly to provide initial temporary water storage and then gradual release of stored water, typically rainfall.

BRANDING - The process of creating a strong, positive perception of a company, its products or services with a consistent theme throughout all marketing communications.

BROWNFIELD SITE - An area with abandoned, idle, or under-used industrial and commercial facilities where expansion, redevelopment, or reuse is complicated by real or perceived environmental contamination.

CHARRETTE - A meeting in which all stakeholders in a project attempt to resolve conflicts and map solutions.

CHECK DAM - Temporary structures designed across drainage systems, ditches and swales to control stormwater runoff, prevent erosion, traps sediment, and prevent it from passing through the dam.

CISTERN - A waterproof receptacle for holding liquids, usually water.

COMMUNITY AMBASSADOR - A paid local resident responsible for connecting members of the local community with the planning process.

COMMUNITY-BASED PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH - A collaborative approach to research that involves all stakeholders throughout the research process that aims to address the practical concerns of people in a community and fundamentally changes the roles of researcher and who is being researched.

COMPLETE STREETS - Transportation policy and design approach that requires streets to be planned, designed, operated, and maintained to enable safe, convenient, and comfortable travel and access for users of all ages and abilities regardless of their mode of transportation.

COMPREHENSIVE SITE INVENTORY - Identifying, observing and recording different features on the site such as stormwater flow, vegetation, sun and shade patterns, wildlife habitat, and elevation changes.

DUPLEXES - A multi-family home that has two units in the same building.

ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION - The process of assisting the recovery of an ecosystem that has been degraded, damaged, or destroyed.

ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION - The process of assisting the recovery of an ecosystem that has been degraded, damaged, or destroyed.

ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP - The responsible use and protection of the natural environment through conservation and sustainable practices to enhance ecosystem resilience and human well-being.

EQUITABLE DEVELOPMENT SCORECARD - Scorecard created to ensure that the principles and practices of equitable development, environmental justice, and affordability are applied in all communities as they plan for economic development and wealth creation that benefits everyone.

EQUITABLE REINVESTMENT - Neighborhood change and redevelopment that benefits existing residents in an even and fair manner.

FOREBAY - A reservoir or canal from which water is taken to run equipment.

GENTRIFICATION - A profit-driven, race, and class change of a historically disinvested neighborhood.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE - An approach to water management that incorporates both the natural environment and engineered systems to provide clean water, conserve ecosystems, and provide a wide array of benefits to people and wildlife.

GREEN ROOF - A roof of a building that is partially or completely covered with vegetation and a growing medium, planted over a waterproofing membrane.
GREEN SPACES - An area of grass, trees, or other vegetation set apart for recreational or aesthetic purposes in an otherwise urban environment.

GREEN STREETS - A stormwater management approach that incorporates vegetation, soil, and engineered systems to slow, filter, and cleanse stormwater runoff from impervious surfaces.

GREENWAYS - Linear open spaces that link parks and neighborhoods within the community, such as paths or trails.

HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION (HOA) - A self-governing organization in “common-interest” communities where homeowners collectively pay fees to maintain the units or neighborhood.

ILLUSTRATIVE SITE PLAN - A drawing that shows design details for an area in a visionary way.

INFILL DEVELOPMENT - Rededication of land in an urban environment, usually vacant property, to new construction.

INFILL SINGLE FAMILY HOUSING - New houses constructed on vacant, underused lots interspersed among older, existing properties in established urban neighborhoods.

INNOVATION HUB - A physical space that brings together researchers, creators and innovators to nurture ideas into industry-changing products and services.

INTEGRATED PLANNING APPROACH - A sustainable approach to planning that builds relationships, aligns the organization, and emphasizes preparedness for change.

LANDSCAPE RESTORATION - The improvement of degraded land on a large scale that rebuilds ecological integrity and enhances people’s lives.

LEVEE SYSTEM - A natural or artificial wall that blocks water from going where we don’t want it to go.

LEVEL SPREADER - An erosion control device designed to reduce water pollution by mitigating the impact of high-velocity stormwater surface runoff.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU) - A document that describes the broad outlines of an agreement that two or more parties have reached.

MEMORIALIZATION - The process of preserving memories of people or events.

MIXED USE DEVELOPMENTS - A combination of residential and non-residential buildings planned and developed within a city, municipality, and/or state.

MOBILITY - all aspects of movement in urban settings, including walking, cycling, and public transit.

NODES - Central or connecting points in a neighborhood that have a mix of residential, commercial and institutional buildings.

PARCELS - A lot in single ownership or under single control usually considered a unit for purposes of development.

PEDESTRIAN - A person traveling on foot, whether walking or running.

PEDESTRIAN REFUGES - A median with a refuge area that is intended to help protect pedestrians who are crossing a multilane road.

PEDESTRIAN/BIKE ONLY STREET - Strategically selected streets in which pedestrian/bike volume is high and vehicular traffic is restricted.

PERVIOUS PAVEMENT - A porous urban surface composed of open pore pavers, concrete, or asphalt with an underlying stone reservoir.

PHOTOCATALYTIC CONCRETE - A formulation of concrete used as pavers and other structural concrete that includes titanium dioxide as an admixture or superficial layer.

PLACEMAKING - A multi-faceted approach to the planning, design and management of public spaces with the intention of creating public spaces that promote people’s health, happiness, and well-being.

PLANNING OVERLAYS - Provide more specialized controls for specific land features such as vegetation, heritage or buildings.

POCKET PARK - A very small park or outdoor area for public leisure, especially an urban plaza or courtyard with benches and fountains.

PODUM MULTI-FAMILY CONSTRUCTION - A type of building characterized by horizontal divisions between an upper tower and a lower “podium.”

PRESERVATION - The activity or process of keeping something valued alive, intact, or free from damage or decay.

PRIVATE INVESTMENT - Ownership interests in companies, organizations, partnerships, funds, assets or businesses, where those ownership interest are not publicly listed or traded.

PUBLIC INVESTMENT - Investment by the state in particular assets, whether through central or local governments or through publicly owned industries or corporations.
GLOSSARY OF TERMS

RAIN GARDEN - A depressed area in the landscape that collects rain water from a roof, driveway or street and allows it to soak into the ground.

RED-LINING - The discriminatory practice of denying services (typically financial) to residents of certain areas based on their race or ethnicity.

RESOURCE HARVESTING - The gathering of flora and/or fauna within a conservation-worthy area for sale or use by a person or agency other than a recognized environmental agency.

ROAD DIET - A technique in transportation planning whereby the number of travel lanes and/or effective width of the road is reduced in order to achieve systemic improvements.

SINGLE-STORY DETACHED SINGLE FAMILY HOUSING - Buildings that do not share wall with other houses usually occupied by just one household or family.

SPUR TRAIL - A trail that leads from a primary or even secondary trail to points of interest, such as viewpoints, geological features or memorials.

STEERING COMMITTEE - A group that helps to review and provide important feedback on Plan elements.

STORM WATER MITIGATION INTERVENTIONS - The effort to reduce runoff of rainwater or melted snow into streets, lawns and other sites and the improvement of water quality.

STORMWATER - surface water in abnormal quantity resulting from heavy falls of rain or snow.

STORMWATER CONVEYANCE - A permanent waterway, designed to convey stormwater runoff.

STORMWATER PLANTER - A small, contained vegetated area that collects and treats stormwater using bioretention.

STREAM RESTORATION - Work conducted to improve the environmental health of a river or stream, in support of biodiversity, recreation, flood management and/or landscape development.

STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS - Physical enhancements that affect the appearance or view of a street including plantings, sidewalk improvements, traffic amenities, benches, public art, pocket parks, etc.

TOWNHOUSES - A style of multi-floor home that share one to two walls with adjacent properties but have their own entrances.

TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT - A planning and design strategy that consists in promoting urban development that is compact, mixed-use, pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly, and closely integrated with mass transit by clustering jobs, housing, services, and amenities around public transport stations.

URBAN AGRICULTURE - The practice of cultivating, processing, and distributing food in or around urban areas.

URBAN ECologies - The scientific study of the relation of living organisms with each other and their surroundings in the context of an urban environment.

URBAN REFORESTATION - The practice of planting trees, typically on a large scale, in urban environments.

WALK AUDIT - An assessment of the pedestrian safety, accessibility, and comfort of a particular area.

WALK-UP 2-BEDROOM APARTMENTS - A residential space with two bedrooms that is located in buildings that have no elevators, only accessible by stairs.

WAYFINDING - Information systems that guide people through a physical environment and enhance their understanding and experience of the space.

WET BASIN - A permanent pool of water as the primary mechanism to treat stormwater.

WHITE FLIGHT - The movement of white people, especially middle-class and affluent white people, from urban neighborhoods undergoing racial integration to the suburbs.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT - Economic development that attempts to enhance a region’s economic stability and prosperity by focusing on people rather than businesses.